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This is the 4th (and last) issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views' for Volume 18 
(2004).  
       
As usual there is something of interest for everyone in this issue, as we have material from 1913 thru to 
2004. We have the continuation of our major article which looks at the Ventura Bomber/ Patrol aircraft that 
was developed from the Lockheed Twins based on the Model 18 design. This instalment continues the story 
of the Ventura in service in the Pacific with the RAAF, plus it also covers the use of Venturas by 459 and 
464 Sqns RAAF in M.E/ Europe. In addition there are detailed reviews of the available kits and accessories 
(including both the Koster and FM kits in 1/48 scale) and a page of detail photos.  
 
In addition we have a spread of photos of Gary Crocker's models and a pair  of articles from Ley  Reynolds 
on S.C.W armoured trucks & late model F4U's. Ryan Hamilton chimes in with articles on the Bloodhound 
Missile in RAAF service and details of the prototype Avon Mirage. In addition he has provided a couple of 
photo spreads on the RAAF involvement in Exercise Red Flag 2004 and AWE Perth using photos from the 
Defence website. 
 
I have drawn the Mustang Mk.IV that was shipped to Australia as a prototype for local production by C.A.C 
for this issue as this scheme is regularly misunderstood by Aussie modellers (no it IS NOT in Olive Drab/ 
Neutral Gray as many people think) and have also drawn another Hawk Major airframe as a follow-up to last 
issue. This one is shown in it's civil rego VH-UAI before it went into RAAF service as A37-5. To round off 
this issue we have our regular spread of photos from the AHMWA courtesy of Mick Mirkovic and the usual 
reviews etc. 
 
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in par-
ticular the following - Dave Edwards, Dick Hourigan, Mick Mirkovic, Ryan Hamilton, DOD & the AHMWA 
plus Roger Lambert for the work that he did on the Ventura articles. Obviously I also am grateful to Matt 
Ward for the review material. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to copy-
right and cannot be reproduced without written permission.  
 
The second part of the 450 Sqn article covering the P-40N versions will be published next issue. I have 
completed the necessary research for it and done the drawings but did not have sufficient time to prepare 
the text and do the layout for it to be in this issue. The club website also has further photos from the last 3 
months taken by Gary Wickham & Dave Connolly at 'www.ipmsnsw.org'. Also Don't forget that some arti-
cles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one should click on any thumbnail pic-
tures to load a larger copy. 

Steve Mackenzie - Editor 
 
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the 
Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted and cannot be reproduced with-
out written permission 
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The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when 
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM 
and are held at 
 
         Ryde Ex-Services Club 
        724 Victoria Rd  
        Ryde NSW 2112  

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
       If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 
or write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 

Note 
 
This material on the use of the B-34 and PV-1 Venturas in the SWPA is 
a continuation of the material that was presented in issue 18/3 of our 
publication ‘in Miniature’. 
 
This is the best known example of a 13 Sqn RAAF PV-1 carrying nose 
art. There are a number of good photos of this airframe as can be seen 
above in the collections at the AHMWA, RAAF Museum and AWM. It is 
now known that the correct serial is A59-85 (not A59-75 as the photos 
in the Museums were captioned) and this set of drawings updates any 
previous versions that have appeared elsewhere. 
 

 The artwork can be seen in the attached photos and drawings. It con-
sists of a Medium Green Dragon (with a fine Black criss crossed scale 
pattern on his upper body), with spikey red hair and Yellow claws. The 
cloud being snorted from his nose is mainly whitish steam with a touch 
of colouring in the centre. Mission markings are in White and consist of 
17 bomb symbols, 5 Japanese barges and one small coastal steamer. 
The name 'The Reluctant Dragon' is believed to be Green with Black 
shadow shading (in a typical Chinese font). 
 
Note most of the photos are taken after the end of the war when the 13 
Sqn airframes had been de-armed to use them as transports for the 
repatriation of POWs from SEA. The flying shot shows it earlier in the 
fully armed state and that is how the drawing is done. 

THE LOCKHEED VENTURA IN RAAF SERVICE - SOUTH WEST PACIFIC AREA  

by Steve Mackenzie  

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-R, A59-85, Gove, Sep/Oct 1945.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (Matt) Insignia White. 40" roundels carried on fuselage & 36" on wings (upper & lower). 
White codes but the individual letter 'R' appears to be Sky Blue lightly outlined Black, Black serials and no fin flashes on inside of fins. There is 
much repainting on the fuselage around the code letters plus patches where they have re-sprayed areas to touch them up, particularly on the tail 
fins and a bit on the nose. 
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Most people would be aware of the PV-1 airframe that the RAAF Mu-
seum use to display in flying condition at Airshows etc painted up as 
SF-F A59-67 with the artwork 'Wiff-Oh' as the nose art. Well it is now 
known that their colour scheme was actually not very accurate, the 
'Wiff-Oh' artwork actually being reported as being used on SF-D A59-
81. 
 
 Amongst the material gathered during research for these articles, are 
the attached photos of A59-67 as it actually appeared while in service. 
In the first photo it can be seen that the fuselage codes are very large 
and the airframe either has had the Intermediate Blue fade greatly on 
the fuselage sides or a light spray of White has been applied over the 
upper surface camo to tone it down. I favour the later and that is how it 
is drawn. In the line-up photo (where A59-67 is on the left), it can just 
be made out that it is carrying the 'Fish and Jeep' artwork as shown in 
the 3rd photo. 
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Since issue 18/3 was published, Mick Mirkovic has turned up another 
photo of the PV-1 that was being used as a Ferry flight transport at 
Darwin in Dec 1944. This has confirmed that the serial was indeed 
A59-50 as proposed, but brings up a couple of points to be amended 
on the drawing. The camouflage on the lower part of the tail fins (which 
was obscured on the other photo) is different to how I drew it, being 
fully in the under surface colour. 
 
 In addition it also has the extra aerial on the rear fuselage that is seen 
on the full transport conversions. It would now appear likely that all the 
Ferry Flight and Transport machines have this aerial, thus it is probably 
also on A59-3 as drawn in issue 18/3 (it is obscured in the photo of that 
airframe). I have also included a photo of this same airframe in the 
original USN markings that it carrying when received in 1943, and a 
photo of it post war in the grave yard at Laverton for interest sake. 

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-O, A59-67, Gove, Sep/Oct 1945.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 48" roundels carried on fuselage & 24" on wings. White codes 
(very large as drawn) with Black serials with reversed fin flashes (none on inside of fins). The nose art consists of a light coloured fish with a bottle 
of 'Woodley's Fontinal' riding in a dark coloured (probably Dark Green) Jeep. There appears to be much White overspray on the fuselage camo to 
tone it down. 
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After having said in the last issue that the B-34s all appeared to be in 
their original delivery scheme of Dark Green/ Dark Earth/ Sky Grey (U.
S equivalent paints) or in a few cases stripped to Natural Metal, I 
turned up this photo in the collection. 
 
 This is A59-6 another B-34 that was at one stage used in the Ferry 
role. The unusual aspect is that the photo appears to distinctly show it 
painted in the overall Foliage Green scheme. This supported by the 
fact that the roundels have been remarked in a small version of the 
later style, much further back on the fuselage. Note also that it is once 
again carrying that extra aerial on the rear fuselage behind the turret 
and all armament has been stripped which is usual for these Ferry 
machines. 

 

PV-1, 1 AD T & F (aka 'Ferry Flight'), A59-50, Darwin, 16 Dec 1944 
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces. Note the colours are very worn in the photo and difficult to discern the 
US Navy Blue Grey and Light Grey. Very unusual scheme of the above colours with a mid fuselage demarcation line as used on a small number 
of early airframes. Small 24" roundels (fuselage) & 36" (underwing) carried plus White serials. This is a airframe being used to support the 
movement of 452 Sqn Spitfires from Darwin to Morotai. Note the changes in the camo and the aerial added since our original drawing. 

B-34, 2 AP FF, A59-6, 1944.  
Overall Foliage Green scheme (very worn in the photo). Small 30" roun-
dels carried plus White serials. Note fin flashes are carried on the inside 
of the fins. 

This 13 Sqn airframe A59-65 is pictured post W.W.II when it was be-
ing used with the other types seen alongside it for the repatriation of 
POWs. The airframe has been de-armed as per usual for this role. 
The only unusual thing about it's markings is that it has a large varia-
tion on the late war roundels where there is only 40% White as a total 
proportion of the roundel. 
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PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-Z, A59-65, late 1945. 
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 48" roundels carried in the later style of only 40% White in the roun-
del. White codes and Black serials with fin flashes carried on the inside of the fins. 

There are two airframes known to have carried the code SF-Q, A59-
71 and A59-75. The serial on the airframe in the attached two photos 
cannot be read but I know that it is not A59-71 which appears in a 
line-up photo taken at Gove in Sep 1945 and has several differences 
from this airframe (style of roundels, fin flashes etc). 
 
 Thus we have to assume that this is A59-75. If you refer to issue 
18/3, you will find that A59-75 was the airframe illustrated in Part 6 of 
that article with the unusual style of fuselage roundels that were a 
modification of the original USN markings, still complete with the 
'bars' from the original markings. At that stage it also has outlined 
Sky Blue codes. 

 This appears to be the same machine after it's repair from the belly 
landing shown in issue 18/3. The original fuselage roundels have 
been painted out in a colour darker than the Intermediate Blue cam-
ouflage and small RAAF roundels superimposed. The code letters 
are the same shape but have been remarked closer to the roundels 
(originally they were further apart to clear the 'bars'). The serial is not 
visible on the photo but I have assumed it is the same style etc used 
on serials A59-76 & 77. 
 
 
 
 

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-Q, A59-75, date etc unknown. 
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. See notes above re the roundels carried on fuselage. White codes 
and Light Grey serials. Inside of fins are not visible to see whether fin flashes are carried there. 
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 And for our final SWPA based airframe in this series on the Ventura, 
we have SF-M A59-77. Mick Mirkovic located a good print of this well 
known photo which is usually defaced with the serial number of 'Wiff-
Oh' in the foreground. 
 
 I have drawn A59-77 here which is the second airframe in the line-up. 
It is shown postwar in the usual de-armed condition, but note that the 
turret has been removed completely and replaced by a blanking plate 
which appears to be in Natural Metal. Although the camouflage col-
ours appear to be very dark on all the airframes here, that is probably 
just a by-product of the type of film used. I have had to make assump-
tions about what the fin flashes look like due to that portion being ob-
scured. 
 

Final Note - Photos used in this series come from the following 
sources - Dick Hourigan, AHMWA via Mick Mirkovic, RAAF Museum, 
RAAF Official & the AWM collection. Photos from the AWM collection 
are used in accordance with the conditions listed on their website. 
 
Steve Mackenzie 
 
 
 
 

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-M, A59-77, Gove, Sep 1945.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 30" roundels carried on fuselage. White codes and Light Grey 
serials with normal fin flashes.  
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459 Sqn RAAF had been formed in early 1942 as a General Recon-
naissance Squadron (under the control of Coastal Command) based in 
the Middle East (i.e North Africa at that point) under the provisions of 
the Empire Air Training Scheme (EATS). 
 
 Originally it was intended that these units formed under the provisions 
of article 15 of the EATS agreement would be fully staffed by Australian 
personnel. To that end drafts (running to several thousand in number) 
of trained ground staff has been despatched to both the U.K and the 
Middle East in 1941. It was intended that these would be merged with 
flying personnel locally to form operational Squadrons. 
 
 Obviously the advent of the war in the Pacific against the Japanese 
forces greatly interfered with these plans and made it impossible to 
bring the EATS units fully up to strength with Aussie personnel (the 
majority consisted of RAF provided people except for the two perma-
nent RAAF units - 3  & 10 Sqns). It also meant that the policy of rotat-
ing people to Australia after 12-18 months was dropped and most of 
those ground staff who had gone to the M.E under the EATS provisions 
were there until the end of W.W.II 
 
 459 Sqn flew their first operation in Hudsons in Feb 1942 and started 
receiving Venturas to replace them in Dec 1943 (the Venturas were 
eventually replaced by Baltimores later in 1944). For a detailed history 
of the early days of 459 Sqn, see David Vincent's excellent publication 
'The RAAF Hudson Story - Book One' which is highly recommended. It 
covers the Hudson days in great detail and gives some detail on their 
replacement by the Venturas. 
 
 

THE LOCKHEED VENTURA IN SERVICE WITH 459 SQUADRON RAAF  

PV-1 (Ventura GR.V), 459 Sqn, 'B', JS937, Mediterranean 
theatre, 1944.  
 
Scheme consists of Extra Dark Sea Grey upper surfaces with non 
specular White lower surfaces. Roundels carried on fuselage & upper 
wings (no lower) - this was a standard RAF Coastal Command 
scheme. Black serials (4" only) and fin flashes also on inside of fins. 
Code letter 'B' is Red with White outline, Sqn codes were not carried 
by 459 Sqn airframes. Note that their aircraft were usually seen with-
out under wing tanks. 

The photo to the right shows an example of nose art "You 
Beaut' on an unknown airframe. Note on both this photo and 
the heading one of airframe 'B' that large flame dampeners 
have been fitted to the exhaust outlets. These were fitted be-
cause the unit's machines mainly operated on night anti-
submarine patrols (as had the Hudsons before them). 
 
 Photos of the unit's Venturas are quite scarce. There are a 
few more in the RAAF Official collection but they are not avail-
able online as most of the 'ME' series has not been scanned 
(or at least not put up on the AWM website). 

by Steve Mackenzie  
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This 459 Sqn airframe shows well the standard RAF Coastal Com-
mand scheme carried on this type which consists of Extra Dark Sea 
Grey upper surfaces with non specular White lower surfaces. Roundels 
carried on fuselage & upper wings (none carried on lower surfaces). 
Both photos appear to show FP609 'G', note that there appears to be 
an insignia of some sort painted behind the roundel/ codes on each 

side, this is probably one of the typical Disney cartoons that were ap-
plied at the Lockheed factory. I have not put this on the drawing as de-
tails are lacking. 
 
 

PV-1 (Ventura GR.V), 459 Sqn, 'Z', FP631, Mediterranean theatre, 1944.  
Extra Dark Sea Grey upper surfaces with non specular White lower surfaces. Roundels carried on fuselage & upper wings (no lower). Black seri-
als (in standard 8" size) and fin flashes also on inside of fins. Code letter 'Z' is Red with White outline (but smaller in size than the two above ex-
amples). 

PV-1 (Ventura GR.V), 459 Sqn, 'G', FP609, Mediterranean theatre, 1944.  
Extra Dark Sea Grey upper surfaces with non specular White lower surfaces. Roundels carried on fuselage (note they are smaller than the above 
example) & upper wings (no lower). Black serials (in standard 8" size) and fin flashes also on inside of fins. Code letter 'G' is Red with White out-
line. 

FP631 'Z' is very similar to the above airframe except that the code letter 'Z' is smaller than on the other examples. 
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464 Sqn RAAF based in the U.K at Feltwell Airbase used Ventura B.
Mk.Is and IIs (the RAF medium bomber versions with glass nose and 
Boulton Paul turrets) between Sep 1942 and Aug 1943 under the provi-
sions of the Empire Air Training Scheme (EATS). Originally it was in-
tended that these units formed under the provisions of article 15 of the 
EATS agreement would be fully staffed by Australian personnel. To 
that end drafts (running to several thousand in number) of trained 
ground staff has been despatched to both the U.K and the M.E in 
1941. It was intended that these would be merged with flying personnel 
locally to form operational Sqns. 
 
 Obviously the advent of the war in the Pacific against the Japanese 
forces greatly interfered with these plans and made it impossible to 
bring the EATS units fully up to strength with Aussie personnel (the 
majority consisted of RAF provided people except for the two perma-
nent RAAF units - 3  & 10 Sqns). It also meant that the policy of rotat-
ing people to Australia after 12-18 months was dropped and most of 
those ground staff who had gone to the M.E under the EATS provi-
sions were there until the end of W.W.II. 
 
 464 Sqn flew their first operation in Venturas in Dec 1942 and started 
receiving Mosquito FB.Mk.VIs to replace them in Sep 1943. For a de-
tailed history of the early days of 464 Sqn, see Mark Lax and Leon 
Kane-Macquire's excellent publication 'The Gestapo Hunters - 464 
Squadron RAAF 1942-45' (published by Banner Books) which is highly 
recommended. 
 
Ventura Mark I -  The Ventura first flew in July 1941.  The Ventura had 
the same overall configuration as the Hudson, but was larger, heavier 
and more powerful than its predecessor.  Early production aircraft were 
armed with twin 0.303 machine guns in the dorsal turret (later in-
creased to four) - shown to right, twin flexible 0.303 machine guns in 
the nose and twin 0.303 machine guns in the ventral position.  This lat-
ter armament accounts for the distinctive kink in the underside of the 
aft fuselage of the Ventura.  In addition, two fixed 0.50 calibre machine 
guns were mounted in the upper nose of the aircraft.  
 
 One hundred and eighty-eight of these aircraft, known as the Ventura 
Mark 1 (Model 37-21-01), went directly to the RAF, the remainder of 
the original contract being delivered as Mk.IIs.  
 
Ventura Mark II -  The Mark II Ventura (Model 37-27-01) was similar to 
the Mark I but was powered by 2,000 hp Pratt  Whitney R-2800 radials.  
By redesigning the bomb bay, the bomb load was increased from 
2,500 pounds to 3,000 pounds. 
 
 The RAF Venturas were finished in the same scheme as the twenty 
(20) B-34 Venturas delivered to the RAAF in Australia i.e in the U.S 
sourced 'equivalent' paints for the standard RAF bomber scheme of 
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under sur-
faces. Code letters were painted in Red and serials in Black. Roundels 
were usually type 'A1' on the fuselage and 'B' upperwing (no underwing 
roundels were carried. Fin flashes were carried on both sides of the tail 
fins (inner and outer). 

 
 

THE LOCKHEED VENTURA II IN SERVICE WITH 464 SQUADRON RAAF  

by Steve Mackenzie  

Photos below show :  
 
a) Ventura II, SB-O AE853 named 
'Whakatangata'. This had a mixed RAAF 
and RNZAF crew, thus the insignia con-
sisting of a Kiwi sitting on a Boomerang. 
2nd photo shows the insignia being 
painted on. 
 
b) Maintenance of SB-V AE753 with two 
mission markings on the nose. 
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 The two photos below show Ventura Mk.I, 'SB-G', AE939 taken during a raid on occupied Europe. This airframe shows a later variation of the Boul-
ton-Paul dorsal turret where either the two lower windows are overpainted or maybe plated over. This is quite common in a lot of photos. The other 
unusual aspect about this airframe is that the direction finding loop and the base of the observation dome above the fuselage (forward of the turret) 
both appear to be Natural metal and not painted. 

During an attack on a ship off Dunkirk on 26 February 1943, accurate 
Flak damaged all attacking aircraft. SB-D AJ231 and SB-O AE853 
force landed in a damaged state on their return to base. Worse was the 
plight of S/Ldr I.G 'Daddy' Dale and his navigator who were both injured 
by perspex splinters caused by the bursting Flak. Dale had to crash 
land his aircraft SB-N AE847 due to damaged Hydraulics as per right. 
Afterwards it was found that two hung up bombs were still in the bomb 
bay. Dale lived to fly again, AE847 was so damaged that it never flew 
with the unit again.  

Ventura Mk.II, 464 Sqn, 'SB-N', AE847, Feltwell, 26 Feb 1943. 
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces 
(U.S sourced 'equivalent' paints for the standard RAF bomber scheme). 
Red Codes 'SB-N' and Black serials. Fin flashes in four positions (also 
carried on inside of fins). Standard Boulton-Paul dorsal turret with two 
guns as fitted to RAF Venturas carried.. Note that their aircraft were usu-
ally seen without under wing tanks. 

Ventura Mk.II, 464 Sqn, 'SB-G', AE939, Feltwell, 1943.  
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces (U.S sourced 'equivalent' paints for the standard RAF bomber scheme). 
Red Codes 'SB-G' and Black serials. Fin flashes in four positions (also carried on inside of fins). Standard Boulton-Paul dorsal turret with two 
guns as fitted to RAF Venturas but with the lower windows either painted or plated over. 
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These three photos all show 'SB-F', AJ174, 'Per Ardua ad Australiam'. 
The first of the photos shows the extended flash dampeners that were 
often added to the 0.303s in the nose and dorsal positions. 

Ventura Mk.II, 464 Sqn, 'SB-F', AJ174, 'Per Ardua ad Australiam',  Feltwell, 1943.  
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces (U.S sourced 'equivalent' paints for the standard RAF bomber scheme). 
Red Codes 'SB-F' and Black serials. Fin flashes in four positions (also carried on inside of fins). See the middle photo above for a close-up of the 
nose art (your guess as to the actual colours but most should be reasonably obvious). Name 'Per Ardua ad Australiam' written on the Boomerang. 

During an attack on a viaduct at St.Brieuc 13 June 1943, the formation 
ran into 5 FW-190s who had intended a hit and run raid on the English 
coastal targets. The FW-190s jettisoned their bombs and attacked the 
last vic from astern. SB-T AE937 flown by F/Sgt Noel Kane-Maquire 
was shot down. SB-S AE908 flown by F/O Wilbur Parsons was badly 
shot up, losing parts of the tailplane and both gunners being injured. 

The 2nd photo on the next page shows the resulting damage to AE908, 
the resulting 20mm shell holes still not yet being repaired a week here 
after the attack. The other photo shows typical flash eliminators on the 
front guns and how the individual aircraft letter was frequently carried 
both sides of the nose and also often on the front perspex cupola. 
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This photo shows a close-up of the nose art on SB-J AE854 consisting 
of the name 'Joybelle' and 21 mission symbols. The words 'Joe Ferkin 
Gremlin' is written below the painting of the obnoxious little creature 
himself. Mission markings are in White and Black and 'Joe' is in the 
usual Gremlin colours !! 
 
 I have seen captions to 464 Sqn Ventura photos that indicate that 
shark's teeth were painted around the front nose transparencies. In 
reality it is just how the pattern of the reinforcing strips is applied as 
per this close-up. 

Ventura Mk.II, 464 Sqn, 'SB-S', AE908, Feltwell, 13 June 1943. 
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces (U.S sourced 'equivalent' paints for the standard RAF bomber scheme). 
Red Codes 'SB-S' and Black serials. Fin flashes in four positions (also carried on inside of fins). Standard Boulton-Paul dorsal turret with two guns 
as fitted to RAF Venturas carried. 

Ventura Mk.II, 464 Sqn, 'SB-J', AE854, 'Joybelle', Feltwell, 
1943. 
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces 
(U.S sourced 'equivalent' paints for the standard RAF bomber scheme). 
Red Codes 'SB-J' and Black serials. Fin flashes in four positions (also 
carried on inside of fins). Standard Boulton-Paul dorsal turret with two 
guns as fitted to RAF Venturas but with the lower windows either painted 
or plated over. 
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A small number of RAF Venturas utilised a later turret with 4 x 0.303s 
as shown in the attached photo. It is not known which airframe 'N' is 
as the code tie-up is not listed in the 464 Sqn History. It is even possi-
ble that it is not on charge of the unit (possibly being a training ma-
chine) as it does not carry any unit codes. 
 
 The scheme drawn below is from wartime film on the British Pathe 
website which shows this 464 Sqn aircraft in action during an attack on 
Morlaix airfield in May 1943. For copyright reasons we cannot repro-
duce the stills here but that does not stop us from drawing the scheme 
for this publication. 

Ventura Mk.II, 464 Sqn, 'SB-R', AJ453, Feltwell, 16 May 
1943. 
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces 
(U.S sourced 'equivalent' paints for the standard RAF bomber scheme). 
Red Codes 'SB-R' and Black serials. Fin flashes in four positions (also 
carried on inside of fins). Four gun dorsal turret carried as per details 
above. There are 5 White bomb markings on the nose plus indetermi-
nate artwork which consists of a light coloured shape sitting on a Brown 
Boomerang. 

A few additional 464 Sqn photos to fill out the page :  
 
a)  Two aircraft taxying for take off. 
 
b) Crew inspects a map by the nose of SB-C AE880 (23 missions 
plus artwork). 
 
c) Crew by nose of aircraft at Methwold in Norfolk. Note layout of 
windows in nose (including lower bomb aimer's panel). 
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Kits 
 
Sunny PV-1 Ventura Anti submarine 
Sunny PV-1 Ventura Early Model (B-34) 
Sunny PV-1 Ventura Gunship 
Sunny RAF Ventura II 
 
 Sunny were the original makers of the moulds for the 1/72 Ventura 
kits. These became available in the Mid 1980s, but only for a relatively 
short period in Japan. The company which mainly made car models 
sold the moulds to Academy/ Minicraft before they were able to pro-
duce any other Lockheed aircraft (Editor - which is a shame as they 
had plans to produce other Lockheed types in the Model 10,12,14,18 
range according to illustrations on the side of their boxes). Essentially 
all versions are the same airframe, with different armament and de-
cals. 
 
 Originally the kits were available in boxes with the dual Academy/ 
Minicraft label on them, but after the consortium split up they were 
available under both the Academy and Minicraft ranges with respec-
tive labelling and product numbers. In Australia the ones on the 
shelves are normally Minicraft boxings. 
 
 The kits are very good with engraved panel lines etc. The main quib-
bles are the lack of cockpit interior by today's standards and the dor-
sal turrets which just sit on top of the fuselage on top of a blanking 
plate. This does not look very realistic and it is recommended that 
something be done to open up access into the fuselage below the 
turret. 
 
Academy #1614 PV-1 Ventura Anti submarine 
Academy #1677 PV-1 Ventura Early Model (B-34) 
Academy #1678 PV-1 Ventura Gunship 
Academy #2105 Ventura II RAF 
 

Minicraft # unk  PV-1 Ventura Anti submarine 
Minicraft #11613 PV-1 Ventura Early Version (B-34) 
Minicraft #11615 PV-1 Ventura Gunship 
Minicraft #11619 Ventura II RAF 

Rareplanes PV-1 Ventura Anti submarine – Basic but very good vacu-
form kit. Hard to find these days, only turns up occasionally on the 
second market. 
 
Frog PV-1 Ventura Anti submarine – Basic, not bad for its age but not 
as good or accurate as the Sunny etc kit. Can be found from time to 
time from Russian moulds, currently under the Eastern Express range 
as Product #EE72267 (in addition I have found references to injected 
kits by 'Plastyk' & 'Chematic' in 1/72, which are probably also the Frog 
mould). This model was one of the last ever made by Frog before 
their demise. In fact it was only ever released in very limited numbers 
in overseas markets, never being sold at the retail level in Europe 
before Frog went under. 

Conversions and Aftermarket 
  
Eduard EDXS191 - Canopies masks for Minicraft Ventura. 
Falcon FNCV1172 & FNVC3072 sets - Canopies (vacform) for Mini-
craft PV-1 and RAF Venturas respectively. 
Squadron SQ9615 Canopies (vacform) for Minicraft PV-1 Ventura 
(same as in Falcon FNCV1172 above). 
Aeroclub ABV078 Canopies (vacform) for Minicraft Ventura. 
Eduard ED72202 - Etched parts for Minicraft Ventura. 
Owl OWLPUR72001 Aircraft conversion (resin) PV-1 Nightfighter con-
version. 

 Decals 
Owl OWL72003 - US Marine Night fighters, including a PV-1. 
Carpena CA72038 - French Navy Venturas. 
 
Red Roo RRD7202 - PV-1 Ventura A59-75. A review of these mark-
ings can be found on the Hyperscale site at 'http://www.kitreview.com/
reviews/venturadecalreviewbg_1.htm'. However reference to our draw-
ings and photos of this airframe in issue 18/3 of this publication high-
lights a couple of minor points not brought up there in - the codes are 
more likely Sky Blue rather than Grey and the roundels have slightly 
too large a proportion of White in them compared to the photos. 

Modelling the Ventura in  1/72 Scale      by Ryan Hamilton & Steve Mackenzie   
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1/72nd Scale Notes 
 
The kits to use for the various models of Venturas used by the RAAF 
are as follows: 
 
a) PV-1 as used by 13 Sqn RAAF etc in Australia and 459 Sqn RAAF 
in North Africa - use either the 'PV-1 Ventura Anti submarine' or the 
'PV-1 Ventura Gunship' (without the under nose gun pod) kits. 
 
b) B-34 (serials A59-1 to 20) used in Australia - use the 'PV-1 Ventura 
Early Model' kits. 
c) RAF Ventura II as used in England by 464 Sqn RAAF - use the kit 
labeled as such with the Boulton Paul Turret. 
 

On-line reviews of these kits (pointing out various problems etc) can 
be found at the two following web pages: 'http://www.fortunecity.com/
meltingpot/portland/971/Reviews/raf/ventura.htm' and 
'http://www.fortunecity.com/meltingpot/portland/971/Reviews/raf/
ventura-ii.htm'  
 
1/48 Scale – the following are available: Kits: 
a) FM/Fonderie Miniatures Lockheed PV-1 Ventura - Injected Moulded 
multi media kit. 
 
b) Koster Lockheed PV-1 Ventura Vacuform multi-media kit 
 
Decals: FCM FCM48006 - USN PV-1 Decals 

The FM/ Fonderie Miniatures Lockheed PV-1 Ventura – Low Pressure -
Injected Moulded multi media kit consists of  
 
48 injection moulded plastic parts, 
12 resin parts, 
81 white metal parts, 
19 parts in photo-etched metal 
10 parts in clear injection moulded plastic 
Vacuum formed clear parts for canopy and turret. 
 
Decals for French Navy (post war) and US Navy. 
 
Construction 
 
The key to building this model is dry fit, dry fit and more dry fit. Only 
when you are truly happy that the parts fit well, glue the parts into place. 
 
The first thing you notice when building this model is that the plans 
don’t match the construction of the model. The plans indicate that the 
vertical stabilisers are in two halves, which they are not, and there is no 
detail on how to build the engines (cylinder by cylinder). It is not hard to 
work out the construction sequence, but my advice here is to use the 
plans as a guide only and work the rest out as you go along. 
 
As with most kits, construction starts with the cockpit, which consists of 
plastic floor and bulk heads, resin walls and panels, white metal seats 
and control columns, and photo’s etched instrument panel. The seats 
are well moulded with a leather effect, and photo etched seat belts are 
supplied. It is important to wash all the resin thoroughly as it allows the 
super glue to work effectively, especially when gluing the white metal. 
The interior was sprayed US Interior Green, and the smaller parts 
painted in the appropriate colours. With a large clear canopy, much of 
the detail will be visible once the model is completed, so take the time 
to paint it well. The next step involved adding interior parts to the fuse-
lage - and this is where the fun starts. There is a large amount of resin 
which simply does not fit into the fuselage halves. I think that the mas-
ters for the fuselage were much thinner than the actual kit, and the 
resin was built to fit the fuselage masters. Hence, the resin parts do not 
fit in the actual model. This can be resolved by thinning the inner fuse-
lage halves around the cockpit area, or thinning the resin from the cock-
pit. I did a combination of both. I also choose to remove much of the 
cockpit detail and reinstall it at a later stage when the airframe was all 
together. With a large opening for the canopy, this is easily done. The 
plans suggest that you can add a floor to the fuselage, especially since 
the crew door can be opened. The floor is not supplied and the plans 
don’t indicate the correct shape of the floor. A simple drawing of the 
floor was have assisted with building one out of plastic card. This would 
have resolved another problem as the crew door. It is not moulded cor-
rectly and does not match the contours of the fuselage, nor line up with 
the hinges. I left my door slightly opened, as the parachute packs on 
the door obscure the view into the interior. 
 
Once the fuselage halves are together, the focus turns to the wings. 
The wheel wells are in resin and are very well detailed. Apart from simi-
lar fit problems, as per the cockpit, they drop into the lower wing. I did 
however have to shave the rear of the wheel well in order to fit the top 
half of the wing. There are no location pins, so take your time to ensure 
everything lines up. The wings are then joined to the fuselage, again 
there are no location tabs or a wing span, but this did not pose a prob-
lem, and the joint appears to be quite strong. 
 
The engines are built up – cylinder by cylinder and the engine cowling 

built around it. The finished result is excellent, and worth the time and 
effort.  The plastic cowling needs to be thinned in order to fit the en-
gines. 
 
The tail plane was then added to the rear fuselage. I was amazed at 
this point at how little filler was required for a limited run model. All parts 
were lightly sanded and dry fitted, but even so, very little filler was re-
quired throughout its construction. 
 
The airframe was then prepared for painting. The whole model was 
given a light sand as the lower pressure injection technique tends to 
leave the surface of the model a little rough. The canopy, rear gunner 
station and other clear parts were added, and masked for painting. The 
cockpit canopy is moulded in such a way that you can fill and clean up 
the joins away from the actual clear parts, minimizing the risk of 
scratching the clear windscreen. 
 
The kit decals include a French Navy aircraft in grey and white, and a 
US Navy version in the tri colour, non specular Sea Blue/ Intermediate 
Blue/ White scheme. 
 
I had chosen to build a RAAF Ventura in the three tone USN colours of 
non specular Sea Blue/ Intermediate Blue/ White. With the RAAF Ven-
turas operating in the harsh weather conditions of the tropics, this 
scheme weathered very quickly. I started by priming the airframe in 
grey, before applying the white underside. With a white underside, this 
tended to become quite dirty. The Intermediate Blue was painted next 
by first applying a coat of USN Blue, which was several shades lighter 
then the Intermediate Blue. The Intermediate Blue was then applied 
with one third paint, two thirds thinners, concentrating around the panel 
lines, the wing roots, and other joints. The USN Blue was then applied 
again, with one quarter paint, three quarters thinners, to take the edge 
off any Intermediate Blue which was to dark. The upper surface of Dark 
(Insignia) Blue was applied in the same manner as the intermediate 
blue, with intermediate and insignia blues being used. Dark Blue, Inter-
mediate Blue and White were then applied to represent ‘touch ups‘ car-
ried out in the field. 
 
As I had decided to build a RAAF version, and the kit decals were not 
used. The decals used consisted of Tasman Roundels (weathered), 
and home made squadron codes and nose art. 
 
The model was then weathered with a raw umber wash and Pascals.  
The undercarriage, drop tanks, aerials, mid gunner and propellers were 
all added. 
 
With the exception of the resin and photo etched parts not fitting the 
injection moulded parts, this a great model. With a little effort, the re-
sults are sensational, and an ideal model for those not willing to take on 
the vac-formed Koster version. 
 
Overall, a very enjoyable model to build. With the experienced gained 
from building the Ventura, I look forward to the release of their Halifax 
III after Christmas. 
 
Editor's Note - there is a online review with detailed photos of all the 
sprues and other parts of the FM kit on Cybermodeler at the following 
web address 'http://www.cybermodeler.com/hobby/reviews/kit/
kit_fm_pv-1.shtml'. Recommended for a look. 
 
And another one by Mick Evans at 'http://kits.kitreview.com/
venturareviewme_1.htm' 

Modelling the FM/Fonderie Miniatures Lockheed PV-1 Ventura   by Ryan Hamilton  
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This is the kit you need if you intend to model the Lockheed B34 
(Ventura IIA) in 1/48 scale.  Although labeled as a PV-1 Ventura, the 
Koster Aero Enterprises kit also provides the clear plexiglass nose and 
the four windows that appear in pairs on either side of the nose, similar 
to the Lockheed Hudson.  This enables you to model one of the twenty 
B34 (Ventura IIA) aircraft supplied to the RAAF during World War II. 
 
While a Boulton Paul turret, consisting of two clear halves, a vertical 
stiffener with lightening holes and a base plate is provided, this is for 
the RAF Ventura II and is not needed for the RAAF B34 (Ventura IIA).  
These parts can be consigned to the spare parts box.  Of course, the 
turret could be used to replace the misshapen turret on the Classic Air-
frames Lockheed Hudson – waste not, want not. 
 
The kit supplied Martin turret, as used on the PV-1 Ventura, is the cor-
rect item for the RAAF B34 (Ventura IIA). 
 
Kit 
 
While this kit was released some seven or eight years ago, it has stood 
the test of time and for those who are familiar with Koster Aero Enter-
prises’ products, it is well up to the high standards set by Bill Koster for 
his multi-media offerings.  There are however some shortcomings, but 
more on that later.  The kit comes in a stout cardboard box and con-
tains the following components (not all components are used on the 
RAAF Ventura II): 
 
Three large white vacuform sheets which contain the main airframe 
parts comprising the fuselage halves, wing halves, horizontal tailplane, 
vertical fins and rudders, engine cowlings, nacelles, undercarriage 
doors and interior parts including cockpit bulkheads (one with an inte-
gral wing spar) and sidewalls. 
 
Some 33 resin parts comprising instrument panel, seats (pilot, co-pilot 
and radio operator), control columns and wheels (for a RAAF B34 
(Ventura IIA) the right hand control column, wheel and rudder pedals 
are deleted), wheel wells, horizontal tailplane tips, cowl flap rings, en-
gines (fronts only), front cowl rings, exhausts, propellers, main wheels, 
pitot, Martin turret assembly, Boulton Paul turret assembly (not used) 
and under nose three gun pack (not used). 
 
Some 23 white metal parts comprising rudder pedals, tail wheel, main 
undercarriage leg, scissor links and retraction struts, radar antenna (not 
used), radio antenna, direction finding loop and Browning machine guns 
(fixed and flexible for the nose, mid-upper turret and tunnel (ventral) 
positions). 
 
A clear acetate sheet comprising of the cockpit canopy, side windows, 
Martin turret, Boulton Paul turret (not used), bomb aimers window, and 
landing and formation lights. 
 
A decal sheet from Microscale with five options for US PV-1 Venturas 
and one option for a RAF Ventura II. 
 
Construction 
 
As with all vacuform kits, the major, time-consuming task is cutting the 
vacuform parts from their backing sheets and sanding them to remove 
the excess plastic from all edges.  The modeller can choose their pre-
ferred method of separation and sanding, but as the fuselage plastic is 
fairly thin, it is recommended that no apetures be opened up (cockpit, 
windows, turret, tunnel gun and wing spar) until all fuselage sanding 
has been completed.  This will avoid undue flexing of the plastic and 
help achieve an overall even finish to the vacuform fuselage parts. 
 
The kit provides the option of opening up the crew door and provides 
the relevant parts for this feature.  However, if you choose this option, 
you need to be prepared to add interior detail such as ribs and stringers 
from plastic strips, as well as a floor from plastic sheet, as these will be 
visible through the open door. 
 
In addition, super-detailers may wish to add items such as the signal 
pistol cartridge stowage, tool and accessory box, night drift signals, 
mid-upper turret ammunition stowage, signal pistol and firing tube, 
flares, and tunnel gun ammunition stowage.  Remember however that 
much of this detail will be lost to view once the fuselage is joined. 
 

As mentioned earlier, the rear cockpit bulkhead has an integrally 
moulded wing spar.  This spar is only the thickness of the backing 
sheet and would benefit from the addition of some form of strengthen-
ing material such as balsa, laminated plastic card or even brass rod. 
 
To model the RAAF Ventura II, the Hudson-style nose needs to be 
used.  The two rows of paired side windows are provided as single clear 
sheets which fit into corresponding cut-out sections in the nose.  For 
ease of fitment and as an aid to alignment of the glazing, it is recom-
mended that small plastic strips be glued around the inside of the aper-
tures. These will act as location points, or ledges, upon which the clear 
transparencies can sit and will result in flush fitment with the fuselage 
contours.  Once these have set, the nose can then be cut off to accom-
modate the clear nose fitment; use the clear acetate nose cone as a 
template when cutting and sanding the nose.  The installation of similar 
‘ledges’ will greatly assist the fitment of the flat bomb aimer’s window in 
the lower front fuselage.  
 
Because of this additional nose glazing, it will be necessary to put 
scratch built detail into the navigator’s/bomb aimer’s position.  I have 
yet to find any reference material for this area but would assume that it 
would be similar in layout to that of the Hudson. 
 
As with most vacuform kits, the use of tabs cut from plastic sheet are 
recommended along the join line of one fuselage half to aid alignment.  
The more tabs that can be accommodated along the join, the easier it 
will be to align the fuselage halves when mated.  Note, if the modeller 
wishes to go a step further and open up the bomb bay, remember not to 
position tabs in the area of the bomb bay doors. 
 
There is no provision in the kit instructions for this but if you chose to 
open the bomb bay, you will need to cut out the bomb bay doors and 
add additional internal structure in the resultant ‘hole’. 
 
The open bomb bay would be a fairly simple modification to undertake.  
The bomb bay ’roof’ and ends can be constructed from plastic sheet 
with detail added by the use of plastic strips.  Similarly, the bomb bay 
doors can have internal structure represented by plastic strips and actu-
ating arms made from plastic rod.  Add a load of after-market bombs 
and there you have it. 
 
After installing the cockpit and adding any necessary internal detail, 
before closing the fuselage halves, remember to add the tail wheel in-
ternal support (provided) and to drill out the hole for the tail wheel itself. 
 
The panel line detail is very finely engraved but will benefit from re-
scribing.  This task is best left until such time as the fuselage halves 
have been joined following the installation of the cockpit, and any inter-
nal fuselage detail has been added if you have chosen to open the crew 
door or the bomb bay, or both. 
 
Cockpit  
 
All the parts necessary to produce a convincing cockpit are provided in 
either vacuform (bulkheads and side panels), resin (instrument panel, 
control columns and wheels, and seats) and white metal (rudder ped-
als).  Due to the limitations of vacuform moulding, the various boxes 
and leads/wiring on the bulkheads and side panels lack definition and 
super-detailers will probably want to replace these with components 
made from plastic card, fuse wire and the like. 
 
Care should be exercised in fitting these replacement items as the insu-
lating material of the bulkheads has been replicated very well and could 
be lost if one is over zealous in removing the kit moulded items. 
 
Wings 
 
 Like the fuselage, the wings will benefit from re-scribing, and for added 
realism, the wing leading edge slots should be carefully opened up.  
Remember to put a piece of plastic card on the inner surface under the 
slots to blank them off and to avoid the ‘see-through’ look. 
 
The wing trailing edges need to be thinned down, but to what degree is 
up to the individual modeller.  This thinning exercise will be obstructed 
by the five flap actuator fairings.  The simple solution is to remove these 
and refit them once you have achieved the desired degree of thinning 
on the trailing edges. 

Modelling Koster Aero Enterprises’ Lockheed PV-1 Ventura (Kit No 23)   by Roger Lambert 
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At this stage, modellers may choose to add a little more realism to their 
model by re-positioning the flaps and ailerons.  If you intend to ‘drop’ 
the flaps, then you will need to build up the interior of the upper wing 
and the flaps themselves using plastic strips to simulate the internal 
ribs.  To reposition the ailerons, simply cut them away from the wing 
sections, cement them together and replace them at divergent de-
flected angles.  Remember that if you chose this option, you will need 
to deflect the control wheel in the cockpit in the appropriate direction. 
 
Tail Unit 
 
The tail unit consisting of tail plane and fins is made up of vacuform 
parts except that the tailplane tips are resin components.  As with the 
fuselage and wings, the tail unit assembly will benefit from sanding and 
re-scribing.  Should you chose, like the ailerons, the elevators can be 
repositioned for added realism by simply cutting them away from the 
tailplanes.  However, once again, remember that if you ‘drop’ the eleva-
tors, the control column will need to be set to represent this deflection. 
 
Wheel Wells 
 
The resin wheel wells fit neatly into the lower nacelles and contain 
some very crisp interior moulded detail.  However, if you have chosen 
to strengthen the kit-provided wing spar, remember that you will need to 
open up the existing slot in the resin wheel wheels to accommodate the 
extra thickness of the reinforced spar. 
 
Before joining the wings, remember to open up the underwing landing 
light apertures and to fit the clear covers.  A little silver foil behind the 
covers will produce a convincing landing light. 
 
Undercarriage and Wheel Well Doors 
 
The assembly of the undercarriage is none too clear from the instruc-
tions and trial fitting, together with constant referral to references, is 
recommended.  In particular, check whether the model you are building 
has one set or two sets of torque links.  Unfortunately, the kit only pro-
vides one set of torque links, so if a second set is required, these will 
need to be fabricated by the modeller.  The resin main wheels are well 
moulded with fine detail and have a flattened, bulged section for that 
‘weighted’ look. 
 
Some RAAF B34s had wheel covers while others did not.  As always, 
check your references and select the appropriate finish for your model.  
Wheel covers are not provided in the kit and will need to be ‘punched’ 
from thin plastic card by the modeller. 
 
The wheel well doors are vacuform units.  These have been very well 
thought out and have very accurate and convincing lightening holes. 
 
Engines and Propellers 
 
The middle section of the engine cowlings are provided as vacuform 
pieces while the cowl flap rings and the front cowl rings themselves are 
resin.  The resin engines pieces, which consist of the front row of cylin-
ders, are pretty poor although useable.  These would best be replaced 
with after-market Pratt ; Whitney items. 
 
Turret 
 
 Modelling the RAAF B34 (Ventura IIA) avoids the major surgery re-
quired for the installation of the Boulton Paul turret on the RAF Ventura.  
As the Martin turret was used for our RAAF aircraft, installation is as 
per the instructions for the PV-1 Ventura. 
 
Instrument Panel 
 
For those modellers wishing to super-detail their Ventura, a photo-
graphs of the instrument panels of Ventura Mark IIs is shown here. This 
is the standard single pilot configuration used on RAF Attack aircraft 
(remembering these airframes were originally built for the RAF). The 
PV-1 cockpit is identical apart from a 2nd pilot position and controls 
added to Starboard. 
 
Decals 
 
The kit decals cannot be used for a 13 Squadron Lockheed B34 
(Ventura IIA) or any other B34 (Ventura IIA) in RAAF service.  However, 
there are any number of after-market decals out there that can be used 
to finish the model in RAAF colours. 

 
Another word of warning – always check your references before apply-
ing roundels, fin stripes and squadron codes.  As can be seen in the 
Ventura article in ‘In Miniature‘ Volume 18-3, there are many variations 
in roundel and squadron code sizes. There are also variations in fin 
stripe sizes, including fin stripes applied back-to-front! 
 
The ‘In Miniature‘; article provides several colour schemes for the RAAF 
B34 (Ventura IIA).  These include A59-3, an unarmed Ferry Flight air-
craft;  A59-4 a fully armed aircraft with 1 Air Performance Unit with 
beam guns and an interesting array of aerials on the rear fuselage 
sides, a la Beaufort;  A59-10, an unarmed transport conversion in natu-
ral metal finish;  and A59-17, a fully armed aircraft at Laverton. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Apart from the vague instructions regarding the fitment of the undercar-
riage and the rather poor renditions of the Pratt  Whitney engines, this 
is a very well thought out and manufactured multi-media kit.  The over-
all fit of the components is very good, and for a vacuform kit, very little 
filler will be necessary to achieve a high standard of finish. 
 
As far as super-detailing is concerned, that’s up to you. As far as build-
ing a 1/48 RAAF B34 (Ventura IIA), this is the only kit available. 
 
And being a Bill Koster product, it comes highly recommended. Expen-
sive?  Yes but well worth it.  
 

 
 
Editor's Note - there is a very good online review and detailed build 
by Terry Miesle of the Koster kit on Modelling Madness at the following 
web address 'http://modelingmadness.com/reviews/allies/us/mieslepv1.
htm'. Recommended for a look. 
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Photos by Dave Edwards, Dick Hourigan, Ryan Hamilton & 
RAAF Official. 
 
Below are a series of photos of both the preserved airframe that the 
RAAF Museum had painted up as a RAAF example and the fuselage of 
another airframe at the Queensland Air Museum. It should be noted 
that the RAAF Museum example is not an ex RAAF machine (having 
been obtained from Canada) and that the markings are NOT accurate 
for A59-67 (which did not actually carry the 'Wiff-Oh' artwork for exam-
ple). 
 
The flying status of the RAAF Museum example seen in these photos is 
now history as they eventually pranged it. It is officially going to be re-
built to non flying status but we will see on that point. I have pointed out 
a number of detailed points in the captions, but for REAL detailed pho-
tos of the interior etc see the address for the French Internet site given 
at the end of this page (Steve Mackenzie).  
 
 

Ventura Detail Photopages 
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The first batch of photos of 'A59-67' are courtesy of Dave Edwards. Points to note in Photos #1 & 2 are how the turret framing is really perspex 
strips bolted to the interior of the turret. In photo #4 it should be pointed out that the wheel hubs on wartime RAAF examples normally have the 
wheel hubs covered by flat plates and that the exhaust does not project through the cover like this but is fully covered, exhausting to the rear. 
In photo #7 note the clear panel beneath the nose for the bomb aimer (same as on a Hudson) and in several other photos we can see the White 
anti sun blind inside the upper portion of the pilot's canopy. Wartime examples could also be fitted with these blinds. 
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The next batch of photos of (on the previous page) 'A59-67' are courtesy of Dick Hourigan. Basically the same points as above should be noted. It 
is also interesting to see how differently the colours of the same machine are represented on different films and under different lighting conditions. 
While the US Navy Sea Blue and Intermediate Blue have a distinct Blue cast in the Official paint chips, they tended to fade a lot in service, turning 
much lighter and more Greyish like photo #2 above. They also went much more matt than these fresh colours on the restored airframe. 
 

This next batch of photos are courtesy of Ryan Hamilton. The first three show 'A59-67' again (same comments apply as before) but the remain-
der are of the fuselage of another airframe at the Queensland Air Museum (QAM). 
 
The QAM example is obviously incomplete however photos #4 & 5 give a much better indication of how the upper surface colours faded and 
turned more Greyish after a period of service sitting in the tropical sun. The remaining photos give good detail shots of various portions of the 
airframe such as the lower gun position, tail plane mountings and tail wheel etc. 
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Finally we have some RAAF Official photos from the AWM site which show good detail of the engine mountings and a look up into the bomb 
bay area showing how the bombs are stowed and how the bomb doors open in concertina fashion. These photos are used in accordance with 
the provisions listed on the AWM site. 
 
It was mentioned above that there was a very good walkaround (which is highly recommended) on the internet of a Ventura (actually one in a 
museum in South Africa). The site however is in France and there are a total of 63 photos (the majority being internal detail etc) at the following 
address - http://modelismo2.site.voila.fr/venturagallerie.htm 
 
Steve Mackenzie (Editor) 
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 The Vehicle - Blendados Ferrol 
 
Sometime in early July 1936, Coastal Artillery Regiment No.2 based in 
El Ferrol fabricated four quite sophisticated Armoured Cars in their own 
workshops, based on Hispano-Suiza 30/40 hp military model 1906 truck 
chassis. These vehicles had basically the same layout but differed in 
details from each other such as wheel pattern and mounting of acces-
sories. 
 
The Regiment declared for the Nationalists on 18 July and until 22 July 
was engaged in capturing the naval base and city of El Ferrol. On 23 
July a column consisting of Commandant Sierra, 5 Officers, 80 NCO's 
and soldiers and 30 Civil Guards and Falangists mounted in 2 cars, 3 
trucks, 1 bus and 1 Blendados Feral left to take part in the Asturias 
campaign. 
 
The Model 
 
This model is the most difficult 'Tiznao' I have attempted to date and 

references available since construction was completed lead me to be-
lieve that the horizontal proportions of the hull are incorrect. As with 
previous models, an Airfix 1/76 scale truck kit chassis was used with the 
bodywork fabricated from various thicknesses of plasticard as the basis 
of the model. 
 
Masters were made for the turret and wheels which were then cast in 
resin. The front spoked wheels were not particularly successful as the 
spokes had to be oversize to be sufficiently strong (the only alternative 
which comes to mind is scratchbuilding each wheel from plasticard and 
plastic rod. 
 
Final detailling was made from stretched sprue, plastic rod and thin 
plasticard and the model finished with dark Grey-Green undersides and 
light Grey hull/ turret.  The running gear was then picked out in various 
metal shades and weathering applied sparingly on access steps and 
around doors and hatches. The accompanying photos show various 
stages of construction. 
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by Ley Reynolds 
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Editor's Notes - Thanks to Ryan Hamilton who undertook the major 
job of downloading all the large format photos (up to 3000+ pixels wide 
& 3.5 Mb files each in their original format) from the ADF Media Site. 
(Steve) 
 
References: Department of Defence – Media centre - ‘http://www.
defence.gov.au’ 
 
All photos kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre.  
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Avon Mirage IIIO – 01 ‘City of Hobart’ 
 
Background 
 
In 1960, several years after the CAC Sabre had enter service, the 
RAAF started to investigate a replacement fighter. This was brought on 
by the advancements in aviation and fighter technology, and the lead-in 
time required to introduce a new fighter. 
 
A fighter evaluation team travelled the world in search for a new fighter, 
focusing on the Republic F105, English Lightning, Northrop F-5, Lock-
heed F104 Starfighter, and the Dassault Mirage. The ‘Scherger‘ report 
was presented to the Air Board and on the 22nd of November 1960, 
the Australia government announced the Dassault Mirage as the win-
ning. This decision was based upon the Mirage IIIC, but the report rec-
ommended that the engine and other system by upgraded on the Aus-
tralian Mirage.  
 
CAS, AM Scherger and the French company Generale Aeronautique 
Marcel Dassault (GAMD) decided that with the experience of RAAF 
Sabre and the lack of a suitable French engine, that a Rolls Royce 
Avon Mk.67 engine should be fitted to a Mirage IIIA and evaluated. 
Other modifications would include the lengthening of the fuselage for 
additional fuel, the installation of a Doppler radar, and the upgrade of 
other fighter components. Unlike the CAC Sabre which requirement 
extensive design of the fuselage, the conversion for the Avon engine 
and other modifications was carried out and completed with a month. 
Dassault’s willingness to develop a Mirage airframe with a British en-
gine was further driven by the possibility of sales to South Africa (who 
later brought the ‘C‘ version), Switzerland (who later brought the ’E‘ 
version) and other Commonwealth Countries. 
 
On the 13th February 1961, the Avon powered Mirage made its maiden 
flight , the first of 45 test flights to evaluate the aircraft and engine per-
formance. Running in parallel to this testing, Dassault and SNECMA 
were evaluating a Mirage, with the same modifications as the Avon 
Mirage, with the exception that it was installed with a Atar 9C engine. 
 
During the extensive testing it was noted that the Avon engine have a 
better performance at lower altitude, especially with ‘dry heat’. The Atar 
engine gave better performance at higher altitudes and was found to be 
better suited to ‘fighter operation’s‘. In the end it was decided that in 
experience with the CAC Sabre, the RAAF may be burdened with the 
development of the Avon engine should no other country purchased it. 
The Atar 9 was lighter and cheaper then the Avon, and development 
costs could be shared with France and other countries which brought 
this engine. 
 
The Avon Mirage was typically flown ‘clean’ with no stores carried, as 
test flights were short and close to the airfield. Weapons evaluation’s in 
Marseilles would have seen the Avon Mirage carrying slim fuel tanks 
and sidewinder missiles. 
 
In keeping with 1960 RAAF standards, the fuselage carried Kangaroo’s 
and the wings RAF style roundels. Nose art consists of the Dassault 

‘Mirage IIIO’ above the title ‘City of Hobart‘. The words ‘POWERED 
BY ROLLS ROYCE AVON MK 67‘ is located towards the rear of the 
fuselage, both sides. No serial numbers were carried on this airframe. 
 
References 
 
‘The RAAF Mirage Story‘ by M.R. Susans - RAAF Heritage series, 
1990 (Royal Australia Air Force Museum). 
 
Generale Aeronautique Marcel Dassault (GAMD) - ‘www.dassault-
aviation.fr’ 

Avon Mirage IIIO-01. Note the Doppler radar, and smaller 'C'; 
style tail. The airframe lacked the fin flash at this stage. 

by Ryan Hamilton 
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30 Squadron History 
 
30 Squadron has had a long history with Bristol Aircraft. The Squadron 
was formed at RAAF Base Richmond in March 1942, becoming the 
first RAAF squadron to be equipped with Bristol Beaufighters. 30 
Squadron was deployed to New Guinea shortly after, becoming the 
first RAAF Beaufighter squadron to see action in the Pacific Theatre. 
After the War, 30 Squadron undertook Target Towing and Special 
Duties from Williamtown until the Squadron was disbanded in 1956.  
 
With the onset of the Cold War during the 1950s, Australia recognised 
a need of air defence through surface to air missile’s. Such an air de-
fence system would protect Australia strategy interests from large 
waves of enemy bombers which would approach from the north. In 
January 1961, 30 Squadron was reformed at RAAF Base Williamtown 
as a surface to air missile squadron, being equipped with Bristol 
Bloodhound Mk1 surface-to-air missiles. The role of the newly formed 
missile squadron was to provide high level air defence for Australian 
interests, both military and commercial. Williamtown was chosen as it 
was the main fighter base within Australia, and was closely located to 
the industrial centre of Newcastle, with its steel and coal interests. A 
grid formation of 16-20 missile sites were located where today’s RAAF 
Base Williamtown fuel farm is located. The nickname of ‘The Petrified 
Forest’ was given to this location with the large white missiles resem-
bling a white stumpy forest in a barren waste land. 
 
In 1965, with turmoil to the north in Indonesia, the Australian Govern-
ment decided to deployed a detachment of Bloodhound missile to Dar-
win for air defence protection. A limited number of missiles were sent 
and crews from Williamtown were deployed on a rotational bases. The 
only other deployment of Bloodhounds was in Woomera SA. Much of 
the work conducted at Woomera’s live firing range was associated 
with the development of the Bloodhound Mk2 and its updated radar 
system.  
 
The only real change to the Bloodhound’s throughout there career was 
the change of launch platforms. The original lifting mechanism for the 
platform, which rose the missile to about 36 Deg, was replaced with 
two hydraulic arms. No other external changes were noted with the 
Bloodhound. 
 
30 Squadron disbanded in 1968, and the Bloodhound Missile’s were 
retired. This was a reflection on Australia’s involvement in Vietnam, a 
reduced air treat on Australia, and the Bloodhound Mk1 becoming 
outdated. Designed as a high altitude defence system, the Blood-
hound Mk1 was vulnerable to lower level ‘Wild Weasel’ attacks. Al-
though Bristol redesigned the radar system of the Bloodhound Mk2 to 
compensate this threat, the Australian government chose not to pur-
sue a replacement. The Vietnam War had also illustrated the effective-
ness of having SAMs that were ‘mobile’. Unfortunately the Bloodhound 
missile was not designed for this, and required a fixed concrete plat-
form for the launch unit. 
 
Examples of the Bloodhound Missile are located at the RAAF Museum 
Point Cook (later launcher), Fighter World Williamtown (with early 
launcher), and the Classic Jet Museum Parafield, SA. 
 
 
 
Technical Notes 
 
Manufacture - Bristol, UK 
 
Length – 8.46m 
Body Diameter - 54.6cm 
Wing/Fin span - 2.83m 
Launch Weight - 2,270kg 
Range - 160km (Ideal range of less then 100km) 
Ceiling – About 60,000 feet 
 
Propulsion 
 
 
 

Ramjet (sustainers x 2),  
Solid Fuel Rockets (booster x 4) 

 
 
Within a second after launch, the Bloodhound missile would be travel-
ling at the speed of sound. Four seconds after launch, The Blood-
hound would be travelling at Mach 2.5, at which point the solid-
propellant boost rockets will fall away. The two Bristol Thor liquid-fuel 
ramjets will propel the missile for another minute and a half.  
 
Warhead 
 
Continuos rod fragmentation 
 
Continuos rod fragmentation, detonated by a proximity fuse. The war-
head would explode, scattering metal rods fragments with a 40m ra-
dius. 
 
Guidance - Continuos wave semiactive radar homing. 
 
Other countries to operate the Bloodhound include the United King-
dom, Sweden, Switzerland  and Singapore. 

by Ryan Hamilton 
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Photos by Ryan Hamilton of a Bloodhound on display. 
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Colour Schemes - shown above are drawings of 3 examples taken from 
photos. Note on the second example that the 30 squadron badge is carried 
on the booster rocket, only just visible on the drawing. On the first the ram-
jets are in Yellow. On the third the stripes on the fuselage are Red/ White/ 
Blue (from the top). Serial ‘8519’ in Black as are other areas such as the 
warheads. 
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Photo showing the Bloodhound site at Williamtown. Photo:RAAF Official 
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In the last issue we had a colour scheme for one of the two impressed 
Miles M.2H Hawk Majors (A37-4) camouflaged in the standard RAAF 
training scheme of the time (early 1942) of RAAF Foliage Green/ Earth 
Brown and Yellow under surfaces with 36" Yellow bands around the 
rear fuselage and above the wings. 
 
 While I was in the process of converting the old, out of print back is-
sues to PDF format so they could be available for distribution again, I 
noticed that way back in Vol 5 of 'News & Views' Peter Arthur had sup-
plied a drawing of Hawk Major VH-UAI. As this eventually became the 
other RAAF airframe (A37-5), I thought I would reproduce the drawing 
here again. 
 

 
Overall Silver doped (these airframes are mostly wooden). Registration 
VH-UAI in Black on fuselage (also above and below wings). Rudder 
stripes in Red/ White/Blue. 
 
The Miles Hawk series was developed through a number of different 
models into the Hawk Trainer Mk.III which became the Miles Magister 
in Military service. Thus it is possible to convert a Magister into a Hawk 
Major with a fair bit of work. There are 5 view plans at the following 
website which will assist anyone who is looking for a different RAAF 
model. Dimensions are on another page on the same site - 'http://
members.aol.com/warwicaero/milesaircraft/aircraft/m02illus.htm' 
 

by Steve Mackenzie 
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by Steve Mackenzie 
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The very first Mustang on charge to the RAAF in the SWPA was A68-
1001, a P-51D model which was delivered direct from NAA (North 
American Aviation) to CAC to serve as a pattern machine for local pro-
duction. Ex USAAF serial 44-13293, it was received in late 1944 and 
became the progeny of RAAF Mustangs in the Pacific. 
 
Although some sources have erroneously described this machine as 
being in the Olive Drab/ Neutral Grey scheme that was the usual on 
USAAF camouflaged P-51s, examination of the photos of this airframe 
show it to actually be a classic example of the ANA 613 Olive Drab and 
ANA 603 Sea Gray uppersurfaces with ANA 602 Light Gray lowersur-
faces scheme discussed in issue 17/4. This scheme is relatively low 
contrast for the uppersurface colours as ANA 603 is much darker than 
RAF Ocean Grey, thus the photos of a/c with such an appearance. This 
airframe conforms to the official pattern for this scheme (referred to 
usually as the T.O scheme) in the P-51D erection manual which has 
been shown in a number of references, the most easily accessible be-
ing Scale Aircraft Modelling (SAM) issue 25/5 (July 2003). 

 

Mustang Mk.IV, RAAF pattern airframe, A68-1001 (ex 44-13293), Melbourne, late 1944. 
ANA 613 Olive Drab and ANA 603 Sea Gray uppersurfaces with ANA 602 Light Gray lowersurfaces. Sky Blue Spinner & Black 
serials. Dark Blue/ White RAAF style roundels in 6 positions, 36" fuselage, 32" lower and 40" upper wing. Note the upper view 
which is included to show the full pattern is to a smaller scale than the side views. 
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250 personnel, four No. 1 Squadron F-111 aircraft and six No. 77 
Squadron F/A-18 Hornet aircraft from Air Combat Group deployed to 
Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada, United States of America, to take part 
in the advanced air combat training exercise Red Flag during October 
and November 2004. Australia deployed and participated in Red Flag 
over the period 19 October to 12 November 2004 with crews beginning 
flying from Saturday 23 October. 
 
Red Flag, is a realistic combat training exercise involving the air forces 
of the United States and its allies. It is conducted on the vast bombing 
and gunnery ranges at Nellis AFB, NV. It is one of a series of advanced 
training programs administered by the Air Warfare Center and Nellis, 
through the 414th Combat Training Squadron.  
 
Editor's Notes - This pictorial overview of Pitch Black 2004 is cour-

tesy of the images available on the Internet on the ADF Media site for 
red Flag. The electronic version had 60+ photos divided into 2 pages. 
Obviously we can only use a small representative portion in this printed 
form. If you wish to see all this material then you have to acquire a 
computer for yourself !! 
 
Thanks to Ryan Hamilton who undertook the major job of downloading 
all the large format photos (up to 3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each 
in their original format) from the ADF Media Site. (Steve). 
 
References - Department of Defence – Media centre - ‘http://www.
defence.gov.au’. 
 
All photos kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre.  
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 The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of 
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently 
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, ni-
trate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and com-
puter scans. The vast majority come from private collections and 
most haven't been published before. 
 
 In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A, 
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of 
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western 
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There 
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to 
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to 
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their 
source. 
 
 These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's 
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's 
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details 
are as below: 
 
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA 
Bull Creek Drive 
Bull Creek WA 6149 
Phone: (08)9311-4470 
Fax  : (08)9311-4455 
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au 
Website:www.raafa.org.au 
 
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library 
or myself  -  Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA 

 

Above 
 
P000324 - Spartan Cruiser G-ACDW. On visit to Australia from UK, 
aircraft being serviced at remote airstrip in North West of W.A. 
P000329 - Alabany Monoplane at Albany Beach circa 1913. One of 
the first aircraft to be built in W.A. 
P000331 - Ford Silver Centenary, locally built aircraft in Beverley 
Museum, photo dated circa 1970. 

Left 
 
P000332 - Evans Monoplane W.A circa 1928. Locally built aircraft. 
P000344 - Klemm L.25-1 VH-ULU on floats 1930-31. Harry Baker 
signs autographs after the first  flight to Rottnest. 
P000346 - Junkers W.33 D-1925 'Atlantis' on wheels after recovery 
from a crash landing in Northern W.A, probably at Broome. 
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Editor's Notes - Captions are based on the ones held in the Mu-
seum records and supplied by Mick along with the scans. 
 
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above 
by writing to their address for information on sizes available and 
prices etc. Quote the above 'P' Reference Nos with any enquiries to 
identify items required. (Steve) 

P002150 - Kalgoorlie Biplane. The Syndicants and Mayor of Kal-
goorlie with the aircraft at the Town Hall. 
P002159 - RAF Saunders-Roe A.27 London II, K9686 at Melbourne. 
The plane lost a propeller while flying over Flinders Street Railway 
Station. 
P002160 - RNZN Walrus K5783 'Z2' of 720 Flight New Zealand Divi-
sion, Royal Navy at Port Melbourne. Shown on catapult aboard the 
cruiser HMNZS Leander.  

P006083 - RAAF Laverton 1937, Junkers Ju.86 VH-UYA 
'Lawrence Hargrave'. 
 

P001262 - Stinson SR.8B Reliant VH-UXL (of the Vacuum Oil Co, 
Melbourne) with engine turning 1936-39. 
P001716 - Kalgoorlie Biplane under construction circa 1915. 
P001992 - De Havilland DH 83 Fox Moth VH-ABU circa 1939. 
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by Ley Reynolds 

F4U-5 '609' with radar pod removed from starboard wing – note anti-glare fairings above exhausts and 3 White ‘kill’ markings under the cockpit. 

The Aircraft 
 
Recently while researching Aeronavale use of the F4U-7 Corsairs in 
Algeria, I was surprised to find a degree of confusion in the various ref-
erences over the distinguishing features of the F4U-4/5/6/7 models of 
this aircraft. After studying the references in my library the following are 
my conclusions: 
 
F4U-4 : R-2800-18W or -42W engine with a ‘chin’ intake, 33’10” fuse-
lage length. 
 
F4U-5 : R-2800-32W engine with two ‘cheek’ intakes, 34’9” fuselage 
length. 
 
F4U-6 : redesignated the AU-1 model as it was optimised for ground 
attack. R-2800-83WA engine with the two ‘cheek’ intakes closed off but 
the fairings left in place,  34’9” fuselage length. 
 
F4U-7 : built specifically for the French (Aeronavale). R-2800-42W en-
gine with the two ‘cheek’ intakes closed off, the fairings left in place and 
a ‘chin’ intake, 34’9” fuselage length. 
 

The Kits 
 
High Planes have the F4U-5 and F4U-7 in their range, both of which 
can be assembled into neat replicas. Overall dimensions are accurate, 
external and internal detailing are excellent and construction is straight 
forward once some basic cleaning-up has been completed. 
 
The ‘cheek’ fairings on both are somewhat undernourished in my view, 
however they can be rectified with a thin layer of filler. 
 
Italeri has a range of late model F4U’s all having excellent surface and 
internal details, although the wheel wells are too shallow. The F4U-4 is 
recommended, however the F4U-5 fuselage is 4mm too short and the 
recesses for the exhausts are poorly represented – give this one a 
miss. 
 
On the other hand the Italeri F4U-7/AU-1 has the correct fuselage 
length, although the ‘cheek’ bulges are again not prominent enough. An 
added bonus is the inclusion of the F4U-5 cowl lip which can be used 
along with modified exhaust recesses to produce an accurate replica of 
that model. 
 
Fuerza Aerea Honduresa 
 
Both are overall matt USN Sea Blue, Black anti-glare panels, White 
serials (shown Black for clarity on the drawings), national markings are 
Blue/ White/ Blue with a Blue star on the White area. 

F4U-4 '614' 
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 It has been a while since we have a page of one person's models in the 
magazine. These models were all built be Gary Crocker, the photos 
being taken by Alan Yee. Click on the photos for larger 800 pixel scans. 
 
It should be kept in mind that these are all models that are HAND 
PAINTED. It just shows that a good model depends more on the skill of 

the modeler more than anything else and an accurate base model is far 
more important than such things as engraved panel lines (REAL aircraft 
don't have gaps between the panels anyway). 
 
Steve Mackenzie, Editor 'In miniature' 
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Photos by Alan Yee 
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Xtreme Modelling – Issue 1, Spring 03  
 
www.xtrememodelling.com 
 
It’s always good to see new publications that relate to the modeling 
world and even better when, from the moment you open the cover, you 
can tell the high quality that has been achieved.  
 
The stated goal of Xtreme Modelling is ;…to showcase special work on 
models and in dioramas by the most talented and artistic modelers to 
date. We want to amaze viewers, not only with the content in our 
pages, but also with both the appearance and style of the publication 
as a whole. 
 
The magazine hails from Spain and is written in English. Price un-
known as this was a review copy, so check with your local book store.  
 
It is printed in a format 28cm by 21cm, slightly smaller than standard 
A4, has 62 pages and this allows for very good quality full colour pho-
tographs of outstanding quality - a total of 144 in all. 
 
The paper used in the magazine is a heavy, almost book quality paper. 
The finish is semi-gloss, allowing the quality and sharpness of the im-
ages to come through, whilst retaining a pleasant ‘non-glare‘ effect on 
the eye. 
 
The magazine has a modest number of advertisements, which relate 
well to the subject matter covered. 
 
The subjects in this first edition are a mixture of wrecks of tanks, soft 
skins, armoured cars as well as some dioramas. All are 1/35 in scale, 
and include a Dragon Grille H, Tamiya Ambulance, Tamiya Panzer-
jager 38, and lastly, a step by step article building the Tamiya Marder 

IIIM.  
 
Each model is built a very high level of skill and artistry. These model-
ers do not stop once the model is assembled and painted, they go the 
next step (and in some cases several steps) beyond. Don’t be fooled 
by the small number of articles covered in this magazine. Each subject 
is covered in detail with several articles containing in progress build 
photos, allowing the reader to understand what is ‘under the covers’. 
 
The magazine has an associated website (www.xtrememodelling.com) 
that contains details of past and future issues, discussion forums and 
subscription options online. 
 
If I had to find one flaw in the first issue it would be that it focuses al-
most entirely on WWII subjects. I hope future issues attempt a more 
balanced approach and provide those interested in modern subjects 
some inspiration. 
 
Conclusions ? A very well presented magazine, which I will expect will 
be well received by armour and military modelers. As mentioned, the 
photographs are stunning, the text is interesting and relates well to the 
articles and  probably most important to us mere mortal modelers, it 
provides inspiration in generous amounts.  
 
Many thanks to Xtreme Modelling for the advance review copy posted 
to us at IPMS NSW.  
 
Review by Gary Wickham  
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Bristol Beaufort Mk 1 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Special Hobby Kit 
 
Quick History 
 
Designed to Air Ministry Specification G10/35 for a twin engine Torpedo 
Bomber and first flown on October 15, 1938, the Bristol Beaufort was 
an all metal low wing monoplane, powered by twin Bristol Taurus radial 
engines. Production machines entered RAF service with 22 Sqn in No-
vember 1939. Further squadrons were equipped with the aircraft as 
they came off the production lines. In all, 1014 examples of the Beau-
fort Mk 1 were produced. The aircraft could carry a Torpedo half em-
bedded in the bomb bay or a conventional bomb load.  
 
Perhaps its most famous moment came on the 6th of April 1941, when 
Beauforts of 22 Sqn RAF Coastal Command attacked the German bat-
tleship Gneisenau in Brest Harbour with torpedoes, the torpedo 
launched from the aircraft flown by Flying Officer Kenneth Campbell 
hitting the ship and causing enough damage to prevent the ship from 
slipping out into the open sea and preying on the convoys, which were 
vital in keeping Britain going. Campbell’s aircraft was subsequently de-
stroyed by flak over the target, with the loss of all aboard, a posthu-
mous VC being awarded to Campbell for the action. 
 
The Kit 
 
77 injection moulded plastic parts, 13 beautifully clear but brittle injec-
tion moulded clear parts, 23 cleanly cast resin parts and 10 nicely 
etched brass parts, plus instructions and decal sheet are what you pays 
for, all packed in one of Special Hobby’s usual end opening boxes. Its 
almost too full to rattle and you gets what you pays for in spades here ! 
 
Assembly 
 
Stages 1-3 are all interior details, it’s a mix of plastic and resin, I used 
superglue throughout, with the exception of the clear parts, for which I 
used my usual Revell Contacta Pro. I assembled each stage and then 
painted the finished items before proceeding to the next stage. There’s 

nothing at all fearsome or worrying, take your time and it all goes 
smoothly and problem free. The cockpit area in stage 1 is particularly 
well executed, with resin instrument panel, stick, side panel incorporat-
ing throttles etc; the slowest part of the assembly for me was waiting for 
the various paint colours to dry before I started with the next colour ! 
 
Be very careful trimming the flash from the turret parts in stage 2, the 
resin bits are nicely thin but will shatter easily (the ring base on mine 
was painstakingly reassembled from about 7 tiny pieces with many ac-
companying vile mutterings !) 
 
The clear parts are also commendably thin but very brittle and will snap 
if trimmed with anything but the shallowest of cuts with a brand new 
blade in your knife (I managed to shatter the sprue, but the parts were 
mercifully intact !). As I said, take your time, be patient and a real stun-
ner of a cockpit will be the result - its almost a pity to put the glazing 
over it ! 
 
Stage 4 is fuselage assembly, but do fit PUR11, the resin tailwheel bay 
insert before you cement the fuselage together and do take note of the 
dihedral diagram for the tailplanes before you affix them to the fuse-
lage, they should be at 90 degrees to the fin, no dihedral on a Beaufort 
tail ! 
 
Stages 5 and 6 are wing assembly, then assembling the wings to the 
fuselage. Take note that there is a complete spare cowling supplied in 
the kit as well as enough parts for 4 nacelles, so ensure you refer to the 
sprue map inside the cover of the instructions to get the correct parts 
called for in this stage from the sprue. What Special Hobby had in mind 
by supplying the extra parts is open to conjecture – perhaps a Mk II ? In 
any case, seeing as I have a pair of these, the two extra cowlings will 
be handy for correcting the worst feature of the old Frog Beaufort when 
I come to build it ! Take your time and all will be well, again there’s ab-
solutely nothing at all to report with this stage of the assembly. 
 
Stage 7 is the main undercarriage assembly and on first seeing the in-
structions, it all looks horribly complicated. It isn’t, just remember the 
main gear legs sit on top of the ledge of the nacelle bulkhead and eve-
rything else falls into place to make a rather nice looking undercarriage 
assembly, they’re almost models in themselves, again take your time 
and don’t be frightened by what you see in the instructions, when you 

�����)�
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 come to actually assemble this stage, it’s a doddle ! 
 
Stage 8 is more underside detail, various pitots and under fuselage 
aerials and the torpedo. The only minor snag I had here was that the 
slot in the tailfins of the torpedo wasn’t wide enough to allow them to 
slide together. I solved the problem with a spot of bodging, having su-
perglued the fins together at the wrong angle, I then bent the offending 
fins back to 90 degrees and made sure the most obviously bent fin 
was facing upward when I mounted the finished article on the aircraft, 
that way its very hard to see ! The air guidance "wing" for the torpedo 
is also a bit of a pain, the slots for the end fins ain’t deep enough in the 
wing and its all rather fragile, I strengthened it by running a bead of su-
perglue along the joins where the fins meet the wing. Its also a bit of a 
patience stretcher to mount because it’s a butt joint onto the rear of the 
horizontal tailfins of the torpedo – a butt joint which is thin brass on 
both sides and does take a bit of a steady hand to align properly and 
then hold the alignment while you get some accelerator onto the su-
perglue and pray it stays aligned ! I managed it with many muttered 
imprecations ! 
 
Stage 9 is the propeller assembly, 3 resin blades to a resin hub, and 
then a spinner over the front of the prop hub. Out with the superglue 
and again take your time and all will be well. 
 
Stage 10 is nose glazing, a few aerials atop the front fuselage and the 
optional rearward facing gun in its clear blister. No problems to report 
although I didn’t use the gun. That’s assembly completed and its onto 
paint and markings ! 
 

There’s 2 and a half options on the decal sheet…  
 
Scheme 1 is MW-R L9878 of 217 Sqn in 1941, Extra Dark Sea Grey/
Dark Slate Grey over Black  
 
Scheme 2 is Campbell’s aircraft at the time of the Gneisenau raid OA-
X N1016 of 22 Sqn… Dark Earth/Dark Green over Sky 
 
The extra half scheme is Campbell again but this time OA-T, it seems 
there was some confusion as to which of the two in which he and his 
crew set out on their last mission. 
 
I have a problem with the colour scheme for Campbell’s aircraft, I be-
lieve it should be black underneath, not sky. I have pictures in a book 
published in 1942 of 22 Sqn setting out for the Gneisenau raid and 
every aircraft in the pictures I have is definitely black underneath. I 
opted for Campbell’s aircraft as OA-X with black undersides, Tamiya 
acrylic was used for the Black, with Floquil acrylic Dark Earth and good 
ol’ Humbrol flat 30 for the dark green. Once dry, a couple of coats of 
floor polish went on to gloss things up in readiness for the decals, 
which went on and settled without a hitch or any setting agents. When 
things were dry, another coat of floor varnish was then applied and 
once that dried, a quick spray of Floquil acrylic flat varnish bought the 
project to an end. 
 
In summary, a very nice kit at an affordable price and well worth the 
effort. A winner in every aspect and recommended without hesitation ! 
 
Matthew Ward 

De Havilland Hornet Mk 1/2 and Mk 2/3 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Special Hobby Kits 
 
Quick History 
 
In 1941, The Air Ministry asked Sir Geoffrey de Havilland to consider a 
long range fighter, based upon his successful Mosquito, De Havilland 
embarked upon the project as a private venture, which, in January 
1943, was allocated the specification number F.12/43,. Powered by 
twin Rolls Royce Merlins, the resultant fighter was similar in appear-
ance to the Mosquito and although much smaller, was similarly con-
structed. The prototype first flew on 28 July 1943, with Sir Geoffrey at 
the controls. The first Hornets were delivered to the RAF in February 
1945, but did not see service in WW2, although 64 Sqn (the first opera-
tional Hornet squadron), did take part in the Victory Fly Past over Lon-
don on 8 June 1946. By January 1950, RAF Fighter Command had 
declared the Hornet Mk 1 and 2 obsolete, but the later Mk 3 and 4 ver-
sions saw extensive service in Malaya and Singapore in the ground 
attack role, where the range and 2 hour loiter time over target of the 
aircraft were highly appreciated by ground forces. All Hornets had been 

withdrawn from service and scrapped by 1956, unfortunately none sur-
vived into preservation. 
 
The Kits 
 
Special Hobby has released two kits of the RAF Hornet, covering the 
Mk 1 and 2 and the Mk 3 and 4 variants, both kits combine nice injec-
tion mouldings with well cast resin pieces and etched brass for the 
cockpit interiors. The main difference between the two kits being the 
Mk 3/4 kit has a fillet forward of the tail fin. There’s also a difference in 
spare resin and clear parts, which are related to the Naval versions of 
the aircraft (the first of which, the Sea Hornet F 20, has been released 
as I write this) … 
 
For those to whom it matters, there’s 47 plastic parts, 20 resin parts, of 
which 4 are not applicable to the RAF versions, 5 clear plastic parts, of 
which 1 is definitely not needed for the RAF versions (it’s the back 
seater’s canopy for the Naval two seater), finally there’s 12 nicely 
etched brass parts and a film thingy for the instrument panel… There’s 
also a superb decal sheet in each kit, with options for 3 individual air-
craft. I’ve built two examples of each kit, because there’s one special 
(to me anyway), livery on each sheet, along with two more normal liver-
ies The Hornet has always been a favourite aircraft of mine. 
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Assembly 
 
The instructions and parts are the same for both kits, as mentioned 
before, the only difference being the fillet ahead of the tail fin on the Mk 
3/4, this construction guide therefore applies to both kits.</P> 
 
Stages 1 and 2 relate to cockpit interior assembly, its nearly all resin 
and brass, so out with the superglue and away we go, I found no prob-
lems with parts fit whatsoever, be aware that the base of the control 
stick is T shaped and the stick itself does not go all the way down to 
the crossbar on the base, the crossbar assembles onto the front of the 
raised square ‘doot‘ on the floor and the bottom of the stick is on top of 
the ‘doot‘. Paint and weather before you assemble the resin/film/brass 
sandwich that is the instrument panel and use PVA to assemble it. Be 
careful bending the seatbelts round the seat and be very careful re-
moving the resin moulding lump from under the base of the seat, after 
razor sawing the lump away, its ‘orribly thin where the moulding lump 
isn’t…  I needed to replace the seat base with a small square of thin 
plastic card on two of mine !  
 
I found that the whole assembly was best fixed bit by bit into one fuse-
lage half Start with the instrument panel and floor assembled, fit that 
into the fuselage and then build up the pilot’s bulkhead, shelf and rear 
bulkhead into the fuselage side, once the superglue holding the floor in 
has dried. I left the rearmost of the two resin ammo boxes (Parts E4), 
out of the assembly, it goes together a lot easier without it and that 
rearmost box is actually inside the fuselage and not seen anyway !.  
Finish painting and weathering the area once the glue has dried and 
head for stage 3. 
 
Stage 3 is assembling the main fuselage around the cockpit, after first 
drilling out any camera ports applicable to the version you’re building, 
don’t be fooled by the indented camera port locations on the interior of 
the fuselage – they’re for the Naval versions – the locations of the 
ports you’ll need to drill out are clearly shown in the instructions. Be-
fore cementing the fuselage halves together, you’ll need to superglue 
resin part E5, the tail wheel well into position – I found a fair bit of trim-
ming necessary to get this to fit correctly on all 4 kits. Once you’ve 
done that and a couple of dry runs to ensure you’re happy with parts fit 
and inner clearances, cement the fuselage halves together with your 

favourite polystyrene glue and turn the page for stage 4. 
 
Stage 4 – Wing assembly, there’s only 3 parts, the plastic upper and 
lower wing halves and a resin part (E7) for the leading edge radiator 
face, but there’s also a trap for the unwary here, because if you don’t 
get the radiator face in the right place, things get horribly difficult later 
on !  After due experimentation, I superglued mine in such that the 
front edge of parts E7 is just behind the leading edge of the wing at the 
nacelle end of the intake.. I’m happy to report that I personally encoun-
tered no further problems with this aspect of the wings at this or any 
other stage ! 
 
Stage 5 is the fitting of the resin part containing the gun troughs under 
the nose of the aircraft – you do have to cut some plastic away, and its 
better done now with the fuselage assembled, than earlier where you’d 
have to make two exact cuts, one on each fuselage side or later, when 
the wings would get in the way (I did find out the hard way on one of 
mine !) Its easily done with a razor saw, if you err just under the panel 
line and just inside the transverse panel line at the rear of it, all you’ll 
need is a couple of swipes with a file, you’ll find the resin part fits ex-
actly (with no need for filler on any of mine !) 
 
Stage 6 is a simple assembly of the long rage fuel tanks for either ver-
sion – I didn’t use them on 3 of mine, but no problems were encoun-
tered on the pair I assembled. 
 
Stage 7 is the engine nacelle assemblies… Two halves and an inner 
bulkhead in plastic and two resin exhaust pipe sets per assembly. 
Take your time and you’ll have no problems, but be aware that the 
slots through which the exhaust pipes pass have a flash problem and 
do need careful removal of flash for the pipes to fit, otherwise no prob-
lems were encountered. 
 
Stage 8 is the airframe assembly – and here’s where problems will oc-
cur because the kit has a problem which has to be cured as you go 
along. One piece plastic tailplanes and fin/rudder to fuselage, dead 
easy, just make sure you’ve cleared all flash from the mating surfaces 
and all will be well. Wings to fuselage and here we hit a big problem, 
its not incurable, but it does require some work, basically if you butt 
join the wings to the fuselage as instructed, you’ll end up with a dihe-
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dral angle of about 30 degrees….. First things first, don’t even think of 
glueing the nacelles on to the wings until after the problem has been 
fixed and the wings are on the fuselage and the glue has set up 
hard… as in overnight ! 
 
There’s two ways of fixing things here, the easiest is to simply file the 
angle of the wing roots on the fuselage down vertically,  taking as little 
as possible from the top of the roots but the lower part of the root is 
about 1 mm wide where it protrudes from the fuselage underside, then 
glue the wings on. Align the wing tops with the top of the roots, get a 
good joint all round and ignore the fact that the lower wing is above 
the edge of the lower root – we made it bigger (wider) when we filed 
it… Once the wings have dried overnight, file the lower root back to 
the lower wing profile… The filing needed to be done to get rid of the 
excess dihedral Going this route, you’ll need a fair bit of filler, but all 
will be well. 
 
Method two takes slightly longer to accomplish, I’ll mention it because 
some may prefer it. Basically you hold the wing onto the root at the 
correct dihedral and measure the gap which will be present between 
the wing and the root at the top, then, using layers of plastic card, 
build the top of the root out to join the wing and ensure the correct di-
hedral – once the wings are on and the glue has set hard (overnight), 
file, fill and sand the joint into a smooth, cohesive whole. 
 
Both methods worked for me, although I found the second method, 
although easier to do, took far longer to achieve the desired result. 
Once the wings are on and the joints are sanded and filled, fit the na-
celles – and you’ll be no doubt pleased to know that the nacelles fit 
like gloves with very little filler needed ! 
 
Stage 9 is fuselage and wing fittings, fit the optional underwing fuel 
tanks and rocket rails or bomb racks (nothing to mount on the rails or 
racks is supplied in the kit), and finish off by fitting the resin tailwheel 
into its mounting hole in the bay. 
 
Stage 10 is main gear assembly, there’s nothing hard and nothing to 
report about anything here, be aware that the wheels face outboard of 
the nacelles though, the instructions are a bit confusing on this point. 
 
Stages 11a and 11b deal with the props – two things to watch here, 
they’re handed – both rotating toward the fuselage and a small prob-
lem is also present because if you don’t widen the blade holes in the 
spinners and thin the blade bases down at their location points to the 
spinner, you’ll never get the spinner on over the blades and nor will 
the blades sit properly at any angle apart from almost 90 degrees 
pitch ! 
 
Step 12 involves the canopy fitting, prop fitting and scratch building a 
pitot for the port wingtip (stretched sprue) plus PP9, a brass blade aer-
ial about halfway down the spine, I left PP9 off mine because it didn’t 
look at all right on any of them.  
 
There’s another fit problem with the canopy in that it matches the fu-
selage at the windscreen end, but then the fit gets funny the further 
back it goes, on one of mine the fit across the cockpit area was ok, 
but on the other 3 it went downhill rapidly… It doesn’t have the distinc-
tive ‘pen nib‘ shape at its rear end either, although that shape is dis-

tinctly shown on both kit boxtops. The part itself is wonderfully clear, 
very thin and rather brittle. I carved as much as I dared from the rear 
portions of the 3 of mine which had problems and then used a lot of 
PVA to fix them onto and then fill the gaps between the lower rails of 
the canopy and the cockpit edges. I’m not brave enough to try cutting 
or carving these canopies about ! 
 
3 Colour schemes are given in each kit, for which the relevant mark-
ings are supplied in the box. These being :- 
 
Mk 1/2 kit  
 
F1 PX252 in overall silver – the aircraft of Sqn Ldr C Haw, 65 Sqn in 
1945 , with red chevrons around the upper surface and fuselage roun-
dels, its also the machine illustrated on the boxtop and I couldn’t resist 
doing it ! 
 
F1 PX 232 of 65 Sqn 1946 in PRU Blue over Light Grey 
 
F1 PX 284 of 19 Sqn 1946-47 in PRU Blue over Light Grey, with 19 
Sqn’s checkerboard around the roundel – again I couldn’t resist doing 
one in these colours 
 
F Mk 3/4 kit  
 
F4 – WF 975/N of 45 Sqn at Butterworth (Malaya) in May 1956 – over-
all Dark Sea Grey/Dark Green with Light Grey undersides and 45’s 
winged camel motif each side of the fuselage roundels – its on the 
boxtop and also one I couldn’t resist doing ! 
 
F3 – PX 306/P of 33 Sqn at Butterworth in 1955, camouflaged as 
above but with 45’s motif around the fuselage roundels 
 
F3 – PX 392/SH –X of 64 Sqn in 1948 – silver forward fuselage and 
wings fuselage behind wing is trainer yellow – code letters in the yel-
low area were on silver (yellow painted round them), and are given al-
ready on silver on the decal sheet, the yellow areas indicate the air-
craft was part of the Hornet OCU attached to 64 Sqn. Again I couldn’t 
resist ! 
 
For painting, I sprayed the 2 silver aircraft with Tamiya Enamel Sil-
ver – all the rest of the colours used being from the Tamiya range, 
with the exception of the PRU Blue, which is a Floquil Acrylic (ex Aero-
master I believe), and all tyres were painted with Humbrol 32. 
 
The decals went on over a coat of floor polish with no problems what-
soever, I have yet to find a decal from this manufacturer which doesn’t 
work as advertised. 
 
Final thoughts, they’re nice kits at very affordable prices, yes, there’s 
problems with them, but those problems are not insurmountable and 
with a little work, a very nice result  will ensue. They’re definitely a 
heck of a lot better than the Frog/Novo/etc kit.  
 
Definitely Recommended. 
 
Review by Matthew Ward 
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De Havilland 103 Sea Hornet F Mk 20/PR Mk 22 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Special Hobby Kits 
 
Quick History 
 
In 1941, The Air Ministry asked Sir Geoffrey de Havilland to consider a 
long range fighter, based upon his successful Mosquito, De Havilland 
embarked upon the project as a private venture, which, in January 
1943, was allocated the specification number F.12/43,. Powered by 
twin Rolls Royce Merlins, the resultant fighter was similar in appear-
ance to the Mosquito and although much smaller, was similarly con-
structed. The prototype first flew on 28 July 1943, with Sir Geoffrey at 
the controls. The first Hornets were delivered to the RAF in February 
1945, but did not see service in WW2. During the testing phase, all 
pilots who flew the aircraft were impressed by its speed, climb rate and 
maneuverability. The Royal Navy wanted an aircraft of similar perform-
ance and Admiralty specification N 5/44 was issued. De Havilland 
modified a number of Hornet Mk 1’s to meet the specification by fitting 
folding wings, arrestor hook and other devices essential for landings 
aboard aircraft carriers, the modifications increased the weight of the 
aircraft but did not detract from its performance. The production air-
craft for the Navy were built from the Hornet Mk 3 and 4 and incorpo-
rated that mark’s tail fin extension. The Sea Hornet F Mk 20 entered 
Naval service in early 1947. Later Naval variants were the long nosed 
twin seat NF 21 nightfighter  and the unarmed PR Mk 22 of which only 
13 examples were built. The adoption of jet powered aircraft by the 
Royal Navy saw the end of the Sea Hornets by 1957, none seeing 
combat and none being preserved 
 
The Kit 
 
As could be surmised, this kit is based on Special Hobby’s Hornet Mk 
3/4 kit, with a few changes, some of which make for easier assembly, 
others are for the Naval extras needed for Carrier landing. There’s 52 
plastic parts with neatly recessed details, 3 crystal clear parts, a small 
brass fret containing 12 items, mainly for the cockpit and 20 nicely 
cast resin parts, plus decal and instruction sheets. 
 
Assembly 
 
Stage 1 is the cockpit and here’s the first big difference for the better 
from the RAF Hornets, instead of a lot of resin and plastic parts which 

have to be carefully assembled into one fuselage half as you go along, 
you have a one piece resin item, to which you superglue the resin 
seat, stick and rear bulkhead, the instrument panel then attaches, after 
being assembled with PVA from its components of Resin, brass and 
film. Its one heck of a lot easier to deal with than what you get in the 
RAF Hornet kits, methinks Special Hobby are to be congratulated for 
sorting this problem, which affects both of their RAF Hornet kits. 
 
Stage 2 is fitting the resin side panels to the cockpit assembly, before 
affixing the lot into the fuselage, the side panels attach to the resin 
cockpit tub perfectly flush and there’s no need whatever to thin the fu-
selage sides to accommodate the assembly properly, nor is there any 
need to remove the pour stub from under the cockpit floor !  You also 
get to fit clear parts D1 and D2, the camera port windows  into the rear 
fuselage after drilling out their location holes, which are indented on 
the inner fuselage halves, if you’re doing the PR version, you’ll also 
have to drill two holes and fit two more clear parts, one each side in 
the lower fuselage, concise locations for where those holes go are 
given in the instructions. Resin part E6, the tail gear bay also goes into 
the fuselage at this point, and it does need its pour stub removed and 
a bit of filing down width wise for the fuselage to assemble around it 
correctly. 
 
Stage 3 is the upper and lower wing halves, supergluing the inner wing 
radiator faces in as you go, there’s a distinct line moulded on the in-
sides of the radiator intakes for this part, which is another good im-
provement over the RAF Hornet kits from this manufacturer.  
 
Stage 4 is cutting the lower nose section out and replacing it with resin 
part E9, if you’re doing the fighter version – part E9 contains the gun 
barrels and troughs, easy enough if you err inside the horizontal panel 
line along the top of where the part goes and err inside the vertical 
panel line at the rear of where the part goes, a couple of passes with a 
file to take the cutout back to the panel lines and part E9 superglues in 
without any need for filler ! 
 
Stage 5 is assembling two, two part underwing long range fuel tanks – 
I left them off mine. Stage 6 is the engine nacelles, no problems here 
but be aware you will need to remove the flash in the location holes for 
the resin exhaust pipes for the pipes to fit properly. 
 
Stage 7, Tailfin and tailplanes to fuselage, no problems, DO NOT fit 
the nacelles to the wings until after the wings are on the fuselage and 
the joints are dry – overnight. Wings to fuselage and the dihedral prob-
lem found on the RAF Hornet kits from this manufacturer again rears 
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its pointedly ugly little head. I again sorted it by filing the bottom halves 
of the wing roots down till they were about 1mm wide, there’s plenty of 
beef on them, even after the filing !  After all that filing, the wings went 
on easily and well, with no need for filler along the top, once the glue 
had dried overnight, I filed and sanded the lower wing root back to the 
lower wing profile, and once done was delighted to find that again, there 
was no need for filler (I’ve had a lot of practice filing Hornet wing roots!) 
The nacelles were then affixed to complete this stage. 
 
Stage 8, fit the underwing tanks from stage 5 (I would leave them off till 
after the decals are on if I were you !), fit tailwheel and arrestor hook – 
and be careful, there’s 5 parts to the hook – I proceeded with it as fol-
lows :- superglue hook to V frame and allow to dry, then putting super-
glue only on the top of the hook itself, affix hook to aircraft, ensuring its 
sitting accurately along the centreline, then fit resin hook fairings E14 
and E15 to the ends of the V frame and then to the fuselage. That way 
the hook went and sat properly in its correct location. 
 
Stage 9 – fit main gear legs and doors into nacelles, very easy, but 
again be aware the wheels face outboard, its again not too clear in the 
instructions. 
 
Stage 10 is props and spinners and again there’s two things to watch 
here, they’re handed – both rotating toward the fuselage. The other 
problem is also present from the RAF Hornet kits - widen the blade 
holes in the spinners and thin the blade bases down at their location 
points to the spinner, otherwise you’ll never get the spinner on over the 
blades and nor will the blades sit properly at any angle apart from almost 
90 degrees of pitch ! 
 
Stage 11 Finished props to nacelles and canopy attachment, and again 
the canopy has problems (this in my opinion is the one problem Special 
Hobby should have attended to, before any of the other problems with 
the Hornet kits !) 

 
Again it matched the fuselage at the windscreen end, this time it did fit 
across the cockpit area, but then the alarm bells went off with silver clar-
ion sound, it never really went close to the fuselage from about the mid 
point of the cockpit seat. 
 
Again, It doesn’t have the distinctive ‘pen nib’ shape at its rear end, al-
though that shape is distinctly shown on the boxtop. The part itself is 
very clear, very thin and very brittle. I carved as much as I dared from 
the rear of it, then used a lot of PVA to fix and fill the gap which started 
between at the rear cockpit edges and went right to the rearmost point of 
the canopy.  
 
There’s 3 Colour scheme options given in the kit, two being silver overall 
and used as Target Tugs, the third being a Fighter in Dark Sea Grey 
over Sky, belonging to 801 NAS, aboard HMS Implacable in 1950. 
 
I plumped for the Fighter and used Gunze acrylic for the Sky, the rest of 
the painting being done with Tamiya acrylics, after a couple of coats of 
floor polish, the decals went on without problems and dried without any 
trace of silvering, a coat of Gunze clear flat finished things off and I had 
a Sea Hornet ready to join my collection of RN aircraft. 
 
In conclusion then, a nice kit at an attractive price, yes it retains the 
more irritating of the problems of the RAF Hornets from this manufac-
turer, but those problems are easily overcome with time and patience. 
Well worth having in my ‘umble opinion, and recommended for all but 
the novice 
 
Matthew Ward 
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Hawker Sea Fury FB.11 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Special Hobby Kit 
 
Quick History 
 
1n 1943, as a result of Hawker’s examination of a captured Focke-
Wulf 190A, work was begun on a much modified Tempest, to Air Min-
istry specification F2/43. The aircraft was to be named Fury (after 
Hawker’s much loved pre-war fighter), but the aircraft saw no RAF 
service and the order was cancelled at the end of WW2. There was a 
separate but parallel Royal Navy specification to produce a shipboard 
fighter/interceptor version of the Fury. The Hawker design team 
worked with Boulton-Paul (Hawker’s production lines were at maxi-
mum capacity producing Tempests and Typhoons), to adapt the air-
craft for Naval use, the prototype Sea Fury first flying on 21 February 
1945, the second prototype flew in October 1945 and the first produc-
tion aircraft flew in September 1946, joining the Royal Navy as the Sea 
Fury F Mk 10 in early 1947. 
 
The Mk 11 superseded the Mk 10, the main difference being the Mk 11 
had external underwing hardpoints on which a range of ordnance could 
be mounted. 
 
Total production was 615 aircraft, a number of which were sold to Aus-
tralia and Canada, some 33 later being reconditioned by Hawker, then 
sold to Burma (18) and Cuba (15), Fokker produced 47 aircraft under 
licence for the Royal Netherlands Navy. 
 
The Kit 
 
40 plastic parts, 5 nicely cast resin parts and an exceptionally clear 
canopy plus instructions and decal sheet are what make the box rattle. 
All the plastic parts bearing very nicely engraved panel lines and well 
up to Special Hobby’s usual standard in their usual soft-ish medium 
grey plastic. Its about time we had a Sea Fury kit freely available in 
this scale again. 
 

Assembly 
 
Stage 1 is the cockpit, out with the superglue and affix the stick into 
the one piece tub and then fix the tub into one fuselage half before (or 
after), painting. 
 
There’s a small pour stub under the cockpit floor, which does not need 
to be removed, I removed the stub from mine, only to find that there is 
plenty of clearance between the floor and the resin main gear bay in-
sert, and the pour stub could have safely been left. The instrument 
panel is nicely moulded in plastic and there’s a small plastic shelf car-
rying a resin headrest to go on top of the rear of the one piece cockpit 
tub. Also to be fitted at this stage are plastic parts A5, the engine front, 
and A19 the tail gear bay top, no problems were encountered any-
where during this stage and the one piece tub does fit neatly between 
the fuselage sides, without the need to thin the sides down to achieve 
a proper fit between the fuselage halves, Last job for this stage is to 
cement the fuselage halves together. 
 
Stage 2 involves fitting the tailplanes and rudder to the fuselage, along 
with assembling the wings around the one piece resin main gear bay, 
the bay is beautifully cast and has no pour stub on top of it, which 
means no nasty trimming jobs to fit it – maximum bonus points 
awarded to Special Hobby for that ! This stage was passed easily in 
about 15 minutes, without haste or any sign of a drama at any time…. 
I left the fitting of the canopy until last, after all assembly and painting 
was finished, instead of fitting it at this stage as instructed. 
 
Stage 3 is fitting the main undercarriage, its all plastic, but superglue 
will be needed to attach the gear legs into place in the resin bays, no 
dramas here, apart from a small amount of flash removal on the main 
gear legs and the small door retraction struts.  
 
Stage 4 us fitting the tailwheel, tailwheel bay doors and the arrestor 
hook, no problems, everything’s plastic here, for safety reasons, I left 
the hook off until just before painting the finished kit, that way I could 
ensure it wouldn’t get broken or disappear after getting caught on 
something. 
 
Stage 5 is the final stage of the build and involves assembling the 3 
the choice of fitting two, two part underwing tanks here, (I left them 
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off mine) and plastic part A 25, the pilot’s boarding step, which was 
flashed over on my example and I made an unholy mess of it whilst re-
moving the flash, in the end I ditched the part and decided I could live 
without it…..You also get to add part A24, the pitot tube, 5mm in from 
the port wingtip. Mine had some fairly copious flash up each side of it 
and looked a little thick when cleaned up, so I replaced it with stretched 
sprue. 
 
There are markings for 3 machines in the kit, all in Dark Sea Grey over 
Sky, two are for Royal Navy machines in Korea, the last being a Royal 
Netherlands Navy example in 1952. 
 
I plumped for the second Royal Navy scheme as given by the instruc-
tions, the machine flown from HMS Ocean by Lt Peter Carmichael, in 
which he somehow shot down a Mig 15 on August 9, 1952. The hard-
est part of the whole paint job for me was the masking and painting of 
the blimmin’ theatre stripes on the wings and fuselage, which are the 
only items you won’t find on the decal sheet ! In the end, I just about 
managed it but it damn near drove me sane I tell you !!! Apart from the 
Sky colour, for which I used Gunze acrylic, the rest of the paint job was 
accomplished with Tamiya acrylic paints. Once it was all dry, a couple 
of coats of floor polish went on and were allowed to dry in readiness for 
decal application. 

The decals went on easily and without dramas, adhered and settled 
down well over the floor polish, without a trace of silvering, after which 
another coat of floor varnish went on to seal them in. As an experi-
ment, I then ran a thin wash of Tamiya acrylic flat black and chocolate 
brown, mixed with a lot of water and a drop of dishwashing liquid into 
the panel lines, once it was dry, a cotton bud soaked in plain water was 
used to remove the wash from anywhere it shouldn’t have been (hence 
the dishwashing liquid in the mix), after again letting it dry, a 50/50 mix 
of gunze acrylic flat and gloss varnish was sprayed overall and the can-
opy and hook were then attached to finish the job. 
 
In conclusion then, a good kit at a nice price, its great to see Special 
Hobby releasing some 50’s RAF/RN types and this one is well worth 
every penny of the price ! Recommended – Too bloody right  
 
Matthew Ward 


